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May 20, 2015
The Honorable Ashton B. Carter
Secretary of Defense
Dear Secretary Carter:
The attached report discusses the results of SIGAR’s investigation of the construction of a 64,000
square foot command and control facility at Camp Leatherneck in Helmand Province, Afghanistan
(the 64K building).
SIGAR found that DoD requested funds for this facility on the basis that it was necessary to address
an immediate operational need associated with the military surge in Afghanistan in 2010. However,
then-Major General Richard P. Mills, the general in charge of the surge in Helmand, requested that
the facility not be built because it was not needed; existing resources at Camp Leatherneck were
already well-suited to the mission he had been assigned. However, the request to cancel the
building was rejected by then-Major General Peter M. Vangjel, who believed that it would not be
“prudent” to cancel a project for which funds had already been appropriated by Congress. Ultimately,
construction of the building was not completed until long after the surge was over, and the building
was never used.
The failure to follow General Mills’ advice to cancel the 64K building resulted in the waste of about
$36 million.
Although most of the offices and individuals SIGAR contacted during this investigation were
cooperative, some officials, in their own words, attempted to “slow roll” or otherwise frustrate
SIGAR’s investigation. Our report includes a discussion of this issue.
Based on the results of this investigation, we recommend that DoD: (1) incorporate into the DoD
Financial Management Regulation, DoD 7000.14-R, a clear statement that taxpayer funds should
not be spent when they are no longer needed, merely because an official does not want to go
through the process of requesting the reprogramming or rescission of those funds; (2) adopt, at all
appropriate command levels, including at the general officer level, financial management training
that promotes this principle and rejects the “use it or lose it” approach to spending; (3) determine
appropriate administrative or disciplinary action for Lieutenant General Vangjel in light of his
decision to construct the 64K building over the objections of commanders in the field, resulting in
the waste of $36 million; (4) determine appropriate administrative or disciplinary action for Major
General James Richardson in light of his failure to carry out a fulsome investigation in compliance
with General Dunford’s orders; (5) consider issuing a directive to all personnel explicitly reminding
them of their legal obligation under the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and the SIGAR
authorizing statute, to fully cooperate with SIGAR audits, investigations, and requests for information;
and (6) determine appropriate administrative or disciplinary action for Colonel Norman F. Allen in
light of his failure to comply with law, regulation, and his ethical and professional responsibilities.
SIGAR received written comments on a draft of this report from DoD, Lieutenant General Vangjel,
and Colonel Allen. SIGAR also sent a copy of the draft report to Major General Richardson for
comment, but he did not respond to our request.

DoD, General Vangjel, and Colonel Allen did not dispute any of the facts contained in the report, but
disagreed with some of the conclusions SIGAR reached based on those facts. DoD concurred with
our fifth recommendation, and partially concurred with our first and second recommendations, but
did not concur with our third, fourth, and sixth recommendations. DoD also provided “technical
comments” on the draft report, none of which warranted changes to the report. General Vangjel and
Colonel Allen provided comments regarding their individual roles in this matter, none of which
warranted changes to the report. The comments provided by DoD, General Vangjel, and Colonel
Allen, as well as SIGAR’s responses to those comments, are included in Appendices I, II, and II,
respectively.
SIGAR conducted this investigation under the authority of Public Law No. 110-181, as amended, and
the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended.

Sincerely,

John F. Sopko
Special Inspector General
for Afghanistan Reconstruction

INTRODUCTION
While visiting Afghanistan in June 2013, the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan
Reconstruction (SIGAR) learned that the Department of Defense (DoD) had constructed a 64,000
square foot command and control facility (the 64K building) at Camp Leatherneck in Helmand
Province, Afghanistan.1 Senior military officers encouraged the Special Inspector General to
investigate the 64K building because they felt it exemplified a larger problem with military
construction. According to one informant, the building had never been used and would probably be
torn down or transferred to the Afghan government. The Special Inspector General visited the site
and found the building to be well-built and newly furnished. However, it was unoccupied; sheets of
plastic still covered the furniture.
After coordinating with the DoD Inspector General’s office in Kabul, SIGAR opened its investigation
into the circumstances surrounding construction of the 64K building.2 On July 8, 2013, SIGAR sent a
management alert letter to the Secretary of Defense, which noted that DoD had apparently spent
over $30 million to construct a building that would never be used. The letter requested answers to
several questions concerning the decision to construct the 64K building and whether any action
could be taken to mitigate the risk that the facility would ultimately be a total waste of U.S. taxpayer
funds.3
In response to SIGAR’s letter, DoD revealed that General (GEN) Joseph F. Dunford, Jr., Commander,
U.S. Forces-Afghanistan (USFOR-A), had ordered an Army Regulation 15-6 (AR 15-6) investigation of
the circumstances surrounding construction of the 64K building and that Major General James
Richardson would be leading that investigation. DoD also informed SIGAR that upon completion of
the investigation, it would respond to SIGAR’s request for information. Therefore, SIGAR suspended
its investigation while awaiting the outcome of General Richardson’s inquiry.
In November 2013, SIGAR received the official report of General Richardson’s investigation. SIGAR
concluded that the report did not fully address the questions raised in the alert letter. In addition,
the recommendation to spend additional money to complete the building and order troops to occupy
it seemed inconsistent with the fact that the surge was over, the U.S. had already begun to withdraw
troops from Afghanistan, and it was uncertain whether Camp Leatherneck would even remain open.4
Consequently, on November 27, 2013, SIGAR reopened its investigation of the decision to construct
the 64K building.
This report presents SIGAR’s findings and recommendations, based on a review of more than
10,000 pages of DoD documents and emails, and interviews of senior military officials, including five
general officers.5

The primary source documents quoted throughout this report refer to the 64K facility and Camp Leatherneck by several
different names. The 64K facility is sometimes referred to as the “Command & Control” or “C2” facility. Camp
Leatherneck is sometimes referred to as “Tombstone/Bastion”.

1

2

The DoD IG’s office in Kabul deferred to SIGAR on the issue of the 64K building.

3

Letter from John F. Sopko, Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (July 8, 2013).

4

Letter from John F. Sopko, Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (November 27, 2013).

Because the official abbreviations for officer ranks vary by branch of service, after the first reference to each officer’s
specific rank, e.g., Brigadier, Major, or Lieutenant General, this report refers to them as simply “General” or without
abbreviation, to minimize confusion for non-military readers.

5
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Figure 1 - Photos of the 64K building during a site visit on May 8, 2013. Top left: exterior view; top right: tactical operations
center; bottom left: cubicles; bottom right: unopened boxes and unused chairs. (Source: SIGAR)

THERE WAS NO OPERATIONAL NEED FOR THE 64K BUILDING
In January 2010, U.S. Army Central (ARCENT) requested funds for construction of a 64K command
and control facility at Camp Leatherneck.6 The request stated that the facility was intended to meet
“an operational need . . . in Regional Command-South [RC-South], to support the additional
personnel and missions coming from the surge” because there were “no facilities available” at Camp
Leatherneck for this purpose.7 USARCENT stated that failure to fund the project would mean that
“the additional forces provided will not have a facility to provide command and control of ground
forces and aircraft, decreasing operational efficiency.”8
In February 2010, the Department of the Army submitted to Congress its request for funds to
construct the 64K building, as a part of its Overseas Contingency Operations Supplemental Request
for fiscal year (FY) 2010.9 The accompanying justification stated:
“US Forces have an immediate operational need for the expansion of Tombstone/Bastion
[Camp Leatherneck] to meet operational requirements in RC-South, Afghanistan. Sufficient
facilities do not exist on Tombstone/Bastion to house the surge of forces. In order to
facilitate the execution of the US mission the Command & Control element requires a facility
in which to operate.”10

6

FY 2010 Military Construction Project Data (DD Form 1391) for Project Number 76916 (Jan. 23, 2010).

7

Id. The “surge” refers to the 2010 military surge which began in March 2010 and ended in September 2011.

8

Id.

Department of the Army, Fiscal Year (FY) 2010, Overseas Contingency Operations Supplemental Request, Volume 3 of 3,
Justification Data Submitted to Congress (February 2010), p. 10.
9

10

Id.
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While this funding request was pending in Congress, generals on the ground in Afghanistan began
requesting cancellation of the 64K building. On May 19, 2010, then-Major General Richard P. Mills,
Commanding General of the Marine Expeditionary Force (I MEF (FWD)), i.e., the general in charge of
the surge in RC-South, sent a memorandum to the Deputy Commanding General of USFOR-A,
reporting the results of a “comprehensive review of the FY10 thru FY12 MILCON [military
construction] program for Helmand province.”11 According to General Mills, the “review focused on
the relevancy of each project to the overall counter-insurgency mission and the impact the project
will have on the servicemen and women aboard our forward operating bases.”12 The review found
that the 64K building and five other projects were “not necessary in order to execute our mission
within the Helmand province or the need was already met via other means.”13
On June 22, 2010, Major General Timothy P. McHale, Deputy Commander – Support, USFOR-A,
agreed with the request to cancel construction of the 64K building. General McHale’s letter stated
that “We understand you have met the need for adequate C2 Facility at Leatherneck through other
means and thus this project is also no longer required.”14
On June 26, 2010, Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., Commanding General, Joint Engineers,
USFOR-A, sent a memorandum to USARCENT-Kuwait, requesting cancellation of the 64K building
and three other projects. The memorandum stated that “the requirement for the above projects was
evaluated based on the ISAF [International Security Assistance Force] Campaign Plan, the
Afghanistan Basing Strategy and Base Master Plans.”15 General Buckler concluded that “the
requirement for adequate C2 Facility at Leatherneck has already been met and thus this project is
also no longer required.”16
On July 29, 2010, the Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2010, was signed into law.17 The
accompanying Senate report listed the amounts to be spent on specific military construction projects
in Afghanistan, including $24 million for the 64K building.18
In August 2010, then-Major General Peter M. Vangjel, Deputy Commanding General of USARCENT,
rejected the advice of General Mills, General McHale, and General Buckler, and disapproved the
request to cancel the 64K building, stating that:
“Currently, this facility is also listed in the FY 12 OCO emerging requirements . . . . Therefore,
cancelling the FY10 project, which has appropriated funds, and reprogramming it for a later
year is not prudent.”19

11 Memorandum from Major General Richard P. Mills to Deputy Commanding General, United States Forces Afghanistan
(May 19, 2010) [Exhibit 1].
12

Id.

13

Id.

14

Memorandum from Major General Timothy P. McHale to Major General Richard P. Mills (Jun. 22, 2010) [Exhibit 2].

15

Memorandum from Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., to USARCENT Kuwait G7 (June 26, 2010) [Exhibit 3].

16

Id.

17

Pub. L. No. 111-212 (July 29, 2010).

See Senate Report 111-188, Making Emergency Supplemental Appropriations for Disaster Relief and Summer Jobs for
the Fiscal Year ending September 30, 2010, and for Other Purposes, p. 52.

18

19 Memorandum from Major General Peter Vangjel to Deputy Commanding General, United States Forces Afghanistan
(August 2010) [Exhibit 4]. DoD 7000.14-R, Financial Management Regulation, Volume 2A, Chapter 1, defines
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General Vangjel’s memorandum did not contain any other basis for rejecting the request to cancel
the 64K building, nor did it dispute General Buckler’s prior statement that the building was not
required under the “ISAF Campaign Plan, the Afghanistan Basing Strategy and Base Master Plans.”20
Correspondence between USARCENT and USACE further confirms there was no immediate
operational need for the 64K building, and no specific operational need for the future. Just five days
after the appropriations act funding the 64K building was signed into law, Lieutenant Colonel (LTC)
Marty Norvel of USARCENT told the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) that he wanted to “push
the FY10 supplemental C2 Facility at Leatherneck as far to the right as possible (may want to look at
Jan 12 as a target).”21 He also stated that he wanted “to ensure we time this award to support other
operational requirements” and asked USACE to “move it to the bottom of the pile.”22
The contract to construct the 64K building was awarded in February 2011 and by May 2011,
construction had begun.23 By June, however, the surge was drawing down and the number of troops
in Afghanistan began to decline. In November, 2011, Major General John A. Toolan, then
commander of Regional Command-Southwest,24 issued guidance pertaining to military construction,
which stated that, “[i]n light of the POTUS decision, CMC and COMISAF direction and surge recovery
efforts, the time to ‘stop building’ is now.”25
Despite this guidance, construction of the 64K building continued until April 2013, when it was
reported as being 98 percent complete. During this same month, Major General Walter Miller, then
in command at Camp Leatherneck, informed USFOR-A what was already known back in May 2010:
that the Marines at Camp Leatherneck did not require a 64K command and control facility.26 By that
time, the 64K building had cost U.S. taxpayers about $36 million.

reprogramming as “Utilization of Funds in an appropriation account for purposes other than those contemplated at the
time of appropriation. Reprogramming is generally accomplished pursuant to consultation and approval by appropriate
congressional committees.”
20

Memorandum from Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., to USARCENT Kuwait G7 (June 26, 2010) [Exhibit 3].

21

Email from LTC Norvel to USACE (Aug. 3, 2010).

22

Id.

See Memorandum from LTC Erik M. Sell to Deputy Commander, Support United States Forces – Afghanistan (May 20,
2013), p.1.
23

24 Regional Command-Southwest was headquartered at Camp Leatherneck. It was created on July 3, 2010, from an area
previously in RC-South.
25

“Weekly BOS-I Meeting” Regional Command-Southwest, Air Ground Team (November 7, 2011).

See Report of Proceedings by Investigating Officer, Memorandum from Major General James Richardson to General
Joseph F. Dunford (Aug. 8, 2013) (hereinafter referred to as the Richardson Final Report), p. 6.

26
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THE DECISION TO CONSTRUCT THE 64K BUILDING OVER THE OBJECTIONS OF COMMANDERS IN
THE FIELD RESULTED IN THE WASTE OF $36 MILLION
As discussed above, commanders in the field believed there was no immediate operational need for
the 64K building, either for the surge or for the future.
Since Congress had already appropriated funds for the 64K building, USARCENT should have
notified DoD and Congress of its desire to reprogram the funds to support other needs or requested
rescission. However, General Vangjel believed this approach would not be “prudent.”27
General Vangjel28 told SIGAR investigators that the 64K building was part of “a larger strategic plan”
for Camp Leatherneck to serve as an enduring base. However, he was unable to point to any
documents, classified or unclassified, showing the existence of such a strategic plan. Furthermore,
this assertion is contradicted by General Buckler’s June 26, 2010, memorandum, in which he stated
that the request to cancel the 64K project was based on a review of “the ISAF Campaign Plan, the
Afghanistan Basing Strategy and Base Master Plans.”29
General Vangjel explained to SIGAR that he rejected the request to cancel the 64K building only after
an understanding had been reached between USARCENT, USFOR-A, and the Marines. However,
General Buckler of USFOR-A told SIGAR that he never changed his recommendation to cancel the
64K building. General Buckler confirmed that his request to cancel the 64K building was based on a
thorough review of the ISAF Campaign Plan, the Afghanistan Basing Strategy, and Base Master
Plans.
Similarly, when SIGAR investigators interviewed General Mills,30 he stated the 64K building was not
necessary to execute his mission. He also noted that the command and control facility that existed
at the time he was in command at Camp Leatherneck, which he used as his headquarters when he
led the surge, was “more than sufficient.”
In fact, it is difficult to understand how the existing command and control facility that was “more than
sufficient” to handle the high point of troop strength in RC-South (i.e., the surge), would become
insufficient for handling reduced troop strength after the surge was over and later, as the overall U.S.
military presence began to shrink. In the face of this, General Vangjel’s decision to reject the request
to cancel the project seems to have been based on a reluctance to reprogram31 funds already
appropriated by Congress, rather than on a reasonable determination that the 64K building
addressed an operational need.
Not surprisingly, the building was never occupied and on October 29, 2014 Camp Leatherneck,
including the 64K building, was closed by the U.S. and transferred to the Afghan government. In the
end, $36 million in U.S. taxpayer funds was spent on a building the U.S. never used.

27 Memorandum from Major General Peter M. Vangjel to Deputy Commanding General, United States Forces Afghanistan
(August 2010) [Exhibit 4].
28

Major General Vangjel was promoted to Lieutenant General on Nov. 10, 2011.

29

Memorandum from Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., to USARCENT Kuwait G7 (June 26, 2010) [Exhibit 3].

30

Major General Mills was promoted to Lieutenant General on Apr. 18, 2013.

DoD 7000.14-R, Financial Management Regulation, Volume 2A, Chapter 1, defines reprogramming as “Utilization of
funds in an appropriation account for purposes other than those contemplated at the time of appropriation.
Reprogramming is generally accomplished pursuant to consultation and approval by appropriate congressional
committees.”

31
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TWO MILITARY INVESTIGATIONS OF THE 64K BUILDING REACHED OPPOSITE CONCLUSIONS AND
CONTAINED GAPS IN INFORMATION
In the course of its investigation, SIGAR learned that the military had conducted two AR 15-6
investigations of the 64K building. SIGAR investigators hoped that the reports from these
investigations could be used to answer some of their questions concerning construction of the 64K
building. However, the reports reached opposite conclusions and contained gaps in information,
which made them of only limited value.
The first AR 15-6 investigation was ordered by Major General Kenneth Dahl, Deputy Commander –
Support, USFOR-A, on May 3, 2013, after he learned that the building had never been occupied.32
General Dahl tasked LTC Erik Sell with carrying out the investigation.33 LTC Sell found, among other
things, that “the original intended use for this facility was to support the expansion of
Tombstone/Bastion to meet the requirements in Regional Command-South and to support the
additional personnel and missions that were assumed to be arriving with the troop surge.”34 His
report included reference to a sworn statement from the Director of Public Works at Camp
Leatherneck, who acknowledged that “the 64k building is not currently occupied.”35 The Director of
Public Works also stated that:
“We sought volunteers from all but the Marine units as they have been adamant that they
are not willing to move into the 64K building. We had a number of units that volunteered but
it was nowhere near enough to cost justify occupying the building.”36
In light of this information, LTC Sell’s report recommended that:
“In order to utilize the facility effectively we need to look outside of its original intent.
Because a Command & Control HQ facility is no longer a requirement the USAG should
consider altering the use of the facility to meet an enduring need and best utilize the assets
on the base.”37
In particular, LTC Sell believed the 64K building could address morale, welfare, and recreation
needs, such as “fitness and recreational centers” and “a movie theater”.38 In his official revisions to
LTC Sell’s report, General Dahl removed these suggestions and replaced them with the
recommendation that the military “should investigate using the building for an alternate Title 10
purpose.”39
Approximately one month after General Dahl issued his report, General Dunford, Commander of the
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and USFOR-A, wrote to U.S. Central Command
(CENTCOM), recommending a second investigation of the 64K building.40 General Dunford’s

32

Memorandum for Record from Major General Kenneth Dahl (May 27, 2013).

33

Memorandum from LTC Erik M. Sell to Deputy Commander, Support United States Forces – Afghanistan (May 20, 2013).

34

Id., p. 2.

35

Sworn Statement of Robert M. Sanders, Director of Public Works (May 13, 2013).

36

Id.

37

Memorandum from LTC Erik M. Sell, May 20, 2013. “USAG” is the acronym for U.S. Army Garrison.

38

Id.

39

Memorandum for Record from Major General Kenneth Dahl (May 27, 2013).

40

Memorandum of Major General Joseph Dunford to Commander, CENTCOM (undated).
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memorandum stated that, “This construction has potential to draw significant attention from
auditors and Congress, and raises questions as to its approval and construction.”41
The stated purpose of General Dunford’s new AR 15-6 investigation was to examine “the facts and
circumstances surrounding the construction of a Command and Control Facility at Camp
Leatherneck after the 1st MEF Commanding General [General Mills] requested cancellation of the
project.”42 General Dunford appointed General Richardson to lead the investigation.43 General
Dunford gave General Richardson broad authority to travel, gather evidence, and interview witnesses
involved in the decision to construct the 64K building and specified that “Witnesses should be
sworn, and you should document all witness interviews in writing . . . .”44
However, General Richardson did not follow General Dunford’s instructions regarding sworn
statements and witness interviews. For example, while General Richardson’s report stated that his
findings were based in part on “interviews with key individuals,”45 he acknowledged to SIGAR
investigators that he did not interview any witnesses or take any sworn statements during his
investigation. Instead, all questions he posed to witnesses were submitted via email.
Moreover, General Richardson told SIGAR investigators that neither he nor anyone on his staff
attempted to contact General Vangjel concerning his decision to reject the request to cancel the 64K
building. When asked to explain why he did not interview General Vangjel, General Richardson told
SIGAR investigators that an interview was unnecessary because he already had sufficient
information to conduct his investigation based on documents related to the building.
Despite the fact that General Richardson never interviewed General Vangjel, his report contained
several statements suggesting reasons why General Vangjel denied the request to cancel
construction of the 64K facility:
“. . . [General Vangjel] relied upon the CENTCOM strategic vision of Camp Leatherneck and
its criticality as an enduring strategic base.”46
“In addition, . . . [General Vangjel], coordinated for CENTCOM and USFOR-A concurrence that
the 64K C2 Facility should continue prior to signing his denial memo.”47
“Notably, . . . [General Vangjel] did not sign the denial memorandum until after confirming
that CENTCOM, USFOR-A and MEF (FWD) were in agreement that the 64K C2 facility would
continue.”48
“. . . [General Vangjel] made the decision [to deny the requests to cancel the 64K building]
with knowledge of the CENTCOM strategic vision . . . . ”49

41

Id.

Memorandum from General Joseph F. Dunford, appointing Major General James Richardson investigating officer
pursuant to Army Regulation 15-6 (Jun. 23, 2013) [Exhibit 5].

42

43

Id.

44

Id.

45

Richardson Final Report, p. 2.

46

Id., p. 4.

47

Id., p. 4.

48

Id., p. 5.
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As noted above, General Vangjel’s memorandum denying the requests to cancel the 64K facility did
not make reference to any CENTCOM “strategic vision” or to the “criticality” of Leatherneck as an
“enduring strategic base.” 50
Since he never interviewed General Vangjel, it is unclear how General Richardson could have
concluded that General Vangjel’s decision to construct the 64K building was made on the basis of a
“strategic vision” or an intention to make it an “enduring strategic base”. Even the information
gathered by General Richardson himself directly undermines that conclusion.
For example, in response to an email sent by General Richardson in July 2013, Brigadier General
Bryan G. Watson, who was responsible for overseeing construction requirements in Afghanistan for
USFOR-A, stated:
“I do remember that the MILCON review for Bastion . . . as well as the other Marine bases . . .
was very contentious because there was no clear decision on whether Bastion would
become an enduring base . . . .51
Further, Major General Larry Nicholson, Commander, II MEF (FWD) informed General Richardson in
July 2013, that:
“Our team was not aware then, (or today), of any plans to build a permanent state of the art
facility like the 64K building at LNK [Camp Leatherneck]. This is not an issue I ever
discussed with LTGEN Mills, or then LTGEN Dunford who was my MARCENT CG, or then
MGEN Nick Carter who was the CG of RC-South. While there was much chatter about the
creation of roads, better billeting, a new PX, post office and the desire for a decent Gym, I
was not aware of any planned construction of a follow-on HQ.”52
General Nicholson also stated that:
“We certainly needed many things in those early days at Camp Leatherneck, but we were
very pleased with the Ark HQ BLDG, and frankly we had many far more pressing facilities
issues . . . I am confident that neither I nor any of my team asked for, signed for, or formally
or informally requested a new future HQ for my successors.”53
Interestingly, the first version of General Richardson’s report concluded that the 64K building was
intended to support the surge and recommended that the military “consider potential alternative
uses for the C2 Facility.”54 However, General Richardson later changed that draft and recommended
in his final report that USFOR-A “consider directing completion of the remaining elements to make

49

Id., p. 9.

See Memorandum from Major General Peter Vangjel to Deputy Commanding General, United States Forces Afghanistan
(Aug. 2010) [Exhibit 4].
50

51 Email from Major General Bryan G. Watson to Major General James Richardson (Jul. 12, 2013) (emphasis added)
[Exhibit 6].
52

Email from Major General Larry D. Nicholson to Major General James Richardson (Jul. 12, 2013) [Exhibit 7].

53

Id.

Memorandum of Major General James Richardson to General Joseph F. Dunford (Jul. 20, 2013) (hereinafter referred to
as the Richardson Draft Report).
54
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the facility fully functional and direct occupancy and use of the 64K C2 facility for its original
purpose.”55
As noted above, the original purpose of the 64K building was use as a command and control facility.
However, the Marines had already declared in writing that their current command and control facility
was all they needed. In addition, not only was the surge long over, but the U.S. had already begun to
withdraw troops from Afghanistan and Camp Leatherneck’s future was in doubt. Under these
circumstances, there appears to have been no reasonable basis for General Richardson to have
recommended that the 64K building be used for “its original purpose.”
The facts indicate that General Richardson mismanaged the investigation by failing to carry out a
fulsome investigation in accordance with General Dunford’s orders, and by failing to interview one of
the key witnesses, namely General Vangjel. In addition, it is unclear how General Richardson could
have credibly concluded in his final report that there was no “no act or omission, dereliction of duty,
or any other violation of law or regulation” related to construction of a $36 million facility that was
built over the objections of commanders in the field and that was never used for any purpose. 56
THE SECOND MILITARY INVESTIGATION OF THE 64K BUILDING MAY HAVE BEEN COMPROMISED BY
INVESTIGATIVE IRREGULARITIES
As SIGAR investigators attempted to reconcile the conclusions of General Richardson’s investigation
with the results of their own interviews and fact-finding, they began to notice certain irregularities
that may have affected the final version of General Richardson’s investigative report.
General Richardson completed his findings and recommendations and submitted them to General
Dunford on August 9, 2013.57 However, General Dunford did not approve General Richardson’s
report until October 21, 2013.58 During the intervening months, changes were made to the report.
SIGAR was unable to find any documentation of these changes. However, SIGAR obtained copies of
emails indicating that Colonel Norman F. Allen, General Dunford’s legal advisor, passed portions of
the report to General Vangjel for review, even though it was General Vangjel who made the
controversial decision to proceed with construction of the 64K building.59
On August 28, 2013, Colonel Allen emailed certain “investigation findings”60 from General
Richardson’s investigative report to General Vangjel and General Mills, stating that General Dunford
“directed me to follow-up directly”.61 The excerpts contained in Colonel Allen’s email stated that
General Vangjel’s decision to deny the request “was in keeping with the CENTCOM strategic vision of
the enduring presence in RC-SW and was made after coordination with USFOR-A and MEF(FWD)

55

Richardson Final Report, p. 10.

56

Id., p. 9.

57

Email from Major General James Richardson to General Joseph F. Dunford (August 9, 2013) [Exhibit 8].

58 Memorandum from General Lloyd Austin, CENTCOM, to John F. Sopko, Special Inspector General for Afghanistan
Reconstruction (Feb. 13, 2014).
59 See email from Colonel Norman Allen to Lieutenant General Peter M. Vangjel and Lieutenant General Richard P. Mills
(Aug. 28, 2013) [Exhibit 9].
60

Id.

61

Id.
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engineers.”62 By disclosing this information to General Vangjel, and doing so without first obtaining
his direct, untainted testimony, Colonel Allen may have effectively “coached” General Vangjel,
thereby compromising the integrity of the investigation. Rather than simply asking General Vangjel
why he thought it was prudent to approve the 64K building, Colonel Allen appears to have provided
him with the answer. Colonel Allen ended his email by stating that:
“There is no hidden agenda, but simply seeking a complete picture before the boss goes
final.”63
On August 29, 2013, General Vangjel responded that he denied the request to cancel the 64K
facility because of his understanding of the “criticality of Leatherneck”.64 He also stated that:
“MajGen Mills, if he was the previous commander who requested cancellation, was followed
by a commander who requested to leave it as an active project, or perhaps MajGen Mills was
the new commander . . . just can’t recall specifics”65
Colonel Allen replied to General Vangjel:
“Thanks, sir. That’s helpful. Apologize for taking too much of your time, but I’ll dig into the
material and provide you some additional background tomorrow and see if we can clarify,
just to do so now before DoD or someone asks us to. But I owe you more background.
Thanks, sir.
Before I came to Afghanistan in February this year, I was the FORSCOM SJA for 2-1/2 years,
and we worked several actions, getting your assistance on release of records and such.
Always appreciate the support, and will try and reciprocate on this one.”66
However, General Mills’ response to Colonel Allen’s email contradicted the assertion that the
decision to construct the 64K building was based on “the CENTCOM strategic vision of the enduring
presence in RC-SW”:
“I don’t recall being asked a second time about continuing the headquarters buildout . . .
rather I recall discussions with my staff that our request to stop had been turned down and
that we surmised that it was an indication that Leatherneck would in fact be an enduring
facility . . . by the time we turned over in March of 2011, however, that decision had not been
made . . . .”67
As noted above, General Vangjel’s memorandum denying the Marines’ request for cancellation of the
64K building did not mention any “strategic vision” or that the facility was intended to support an
enduring presence in Afghanistan. Moreover, General Richardson noted in his own report that
General Walter Miller, the Marine commander who inherited the 64K facility, stated:

62

Id.

63

Id.

64

Email from Lieutenant General Peter Vangjel to Colonel Norman Allen (Aug. 29, 2014) [Exhibit 9].

65

Id. (ellipses in original).

66

Email from Colonel Norman Allen to General Peter Vangjel (Aug. 29, 2014) (emphasis added) [Exhibit 9].

Email from Lieutenant General Richard P. Mills to Colonel Norman F. Allen (Aug. 29, 2013) (ellipses in original) [Exhibit
10].
67
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“. . . I have no intent to move in. Many reasons, we are too small . . . we are rolling into the
fighting season and it is not ready. We have recently stopped any future installs to the C2
infrastructure to the 64 K iot [in order to] end the money drain.”68
Given these facts, it is unclear why General Vangjel would claim after the fact that General Mills or
one of his successors had requested construction of the 64K building. However, that was General
Vangjel’s position after he received Colonel Allen’s email containing some of the findings of General
Richardson’s report.
The Army’s regulations pertaining to AR 15-6 investigations state, in part, “the interviewer must
scrupulously avoid coaching the witness or suggesting the existence or nonexistence of material
facts.”69 The decision to pass portions of the AR 15-6 report to General Vangjel prior to obtaining his
untainted testimony deprived SIGAR investigators and, in effect, General Dunford of the opportunity
to hear General Vangjel explain for himself why he decided to approve construction of the building.
Moreover, it diminished the value of General Richardson’s report as a source on which SIGAR could
rely.
SIGAR’S INVESTIGATION WAS MET WITH RESISTANCE
Unfortunately, during the course of SIGAR’s investigation, there were a number of instances in which
military officials apparently decided to “slow roll” or discourage candid responses to SIGAR’s
requests for documents and information pertaining to the 64K building. For example, an email from
Colonel Allen to several addressees, including General Richardson’s legal advisor stated, “I wanted
to slow roll these [responses to SIGAR questions] a bit more . . . .”70
Another email from Colonel Allen, which he sent to several individuals, including a CENTCOM
attorney and an employee of the CENTCOM Inspector General, stated:
“I don’t think people in this command should be subject to interviews that make them go
behind official decisions here; for instance, I would consider it inappropriate for members of
the command to address with SIGAR what they think of the 15-6 investigation appointed and
approved by the commander. I have a good deal of knowledge about that investigation, but I
would not answer questions to SIGAR; it’s not just out of loyalty to the command, but by
process it would mean SIGAR is investigating the commander, and that, I believe, is way
outside their purview.”71
By virtue of his position as General Dunford’s legal advisor, Colonel Allen was in a position to
discourage full cooperation with SIGAR. Other officials also seemed interested in frustrating SIGAR’s
inquiry into the circumstances surrounding construction of the 64K building. For example, a
memorandum sent from a command Inspector General to CENTCOM stated that:
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Richardson Final Report, p. 6, quoting email from General Miller.

69

Department of the Army, Procedures for Investigating Officers and Boards of Officers, p. 14.

70

Email from Colonel Norman F. Allen to Colonel Brett A. Barraclough, et al (Nov. 11, 2013) [Exhibit 11].

Email from Norman F. Allen to Colonel Walter M. Hudson and Duane T. Rackley, et al (February 1, 2014) [Exhibit 12].
General Richardson’s Chief of Staff was also copied on this email. Contrary to Colonel Allen’s assertion, neither the
Inspector General Act or SIGAR’s authorizing statute exempt general officers from SIGAR audits and investigations.
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“We respectfully request that appropriate authorities intervene to cease the SIGAR’s
evaluation of command internal business; if there are valid concerns, those are appropriate
for CENTCOM or DOD inquiry, but not for SIGAR”72
In addition, an email sent by a senior military officer assigned to CENTCOM stated with regard to a
SIGAR document request:
“Our initial assessment is that there was no obligation to go out and search and preserve any
records related to the C2 facility. We conducted an investigation, as we needed to do and we
have already cooperated with SIGAR by providing them a copy of that investigation . . . .”73
Although these efforts appear to have been largely unsuccessful, it is likely that they discouraged full
and candid cooperation with SIGAR investigators’ efforts to uncover all of the facts pertaining to the
64K building.74 For example, the Special Inspector General wrote to General Lloyd J. Austin,
CENTCOM commander, on February 27, 2014 to request enforcement of SIGAR’s November 2013
request for preservation of records and production of documents and information. SIGAR’s letter
followed the discovery by SIGAR investigators that certain key records relating to the 64K building
had not been turned over.75 It was not until March 17, 2014 that DoD issued a document
preservation order.
It is particularly surprising that a senior lawyer with substantial experience as a commissioned officer
in the Judge Advocate General branch of the U.S. Army, would appear to condone violation of Section
6 of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, which requires Federal agencies to provide all
information requested by an inspector general and to cooperate with an inspector general’s audits
and investigations.76 Some of these apparent efforts to discourage cooperation with SIGAR’s
investigation occurred around the same time that Senator Claire McCaskill was also requesting DoD
to produce information related to the 64K building.77
CONCLUSION
Although it cost approximately $36 million to build and furnish, there was no operational need for the
64K building and it was never used. While the building was intended to support the 2010 military
surge, construction did not begin until May 2011, just two months before the first drawdown of the
surge. By the time the surge ended in September 2012, the 64K building was still under
construction. By April 2013, about 7 months after the conclusion of the surge, the 64K building was
98 percent complete.
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Memorandum from Colonel Thurinton Harvell, Inspector General, U.S. Army, to CENTCOM (Feb. 4, 2014).

73

Email from Commander Robert Passerello to Colonel Norman Allen (Dec. 30, 2013) [Exhibit 13].

74 SIGAR does not have the authority to subpoena other government agencies or to compel testimony; its investigators
must rely on the forthright conduct of the agency personnel from whom it requests documents and other information.
SIGAR does not normally conduct separate investigations of efforts to impede its own investigations, but when warranted,
refers such matters to the Department of Justice for further evaluation.
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Letter from John F. Sopko, Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (Feb. 27, 2014).
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5 U.S.C. App. 3, § 6. See also § 1229 (g) and (h) of SIGAR authorizing statute, 5 U.S.C. App. 3, § 8G note.

Letter from Senator Claire McCaskill, Chairman, Subcommittee on Financial and Contracting Oversight, to Secretary
Chuck Hagel, Department of Defense (January 9, 2014).
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This could have been avoided. A year and a half before construction began, General Mills (the
general in command of the surge), General McHale, and General Buckler, requested cancellation of
the project. If their recommendations had been followed, at least $36 million would have been
saved. However, General Vangjel denied their requests to cancel construction, on the basis that it
would be imprudent not to spend funds that had already been appropriated by Congress.
Despite these facts, General Richardson recommended in his final investigative report that the
commander of USFOR-A “consider directing completion of the remaining elements to make the
facility fully functional and direct occupancy and use of the 64K C2 facility for its original purpose.”78
General Richardson’s recommendation seems startling, given that the surge had already ended and
the U.S. had already begun withdrawing troops from Afghanistan. Moreover, it contradicts both the
findings and conclusions of the first AR 15-6 investigation and an earlier version of his own
investigative report.79
Most significantly, had General Richardson’s recommendation to complete the building been acted
on, it would have brought the total cost of the 64K building to $41 million.80 Since there was no
operational need for the building, this recommendation is particularly difficult to understand.
SIGAR believes that General Richardson’s conclusion that, “[t]here is no evidence to support that
continued processing for approval and construction at the USFOR-A level was the result of any act or
omission”81 does not adequately address the failures that led to this waste of taxpayer dollars.
Finally, although SIGAR received substantial cooperation from most of the offices and individuals it
contacted, SIGAR encountered efforts by certain military officials to “slow roll” or otherwise frustrate
this investigation.82 These actions discouraged full and candid cooperation with SIGAR’s
investigation and seemed intended to obscure the fact that $36 million was wasted on construction
of a building that commanders on the ground in Afghanistan did not want, did not need, and did not
use.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings of its investigation into the circumstances surrounding construction of the 64K
building, SIGAR recommends that DoD:
1. Incorporate into the DoD Financial Management Regulation, DoD 7000.14-R, a clear
statement that taxpayer funds should not be spent when they are no longer needed, merely
because an official does not want to undertake the burden of requesting the reprogramming
or rescission of those funds.
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Richardson Final Report, p. 10.

79 As discussed above, an earlier draft of General Richardson’s report stated, “based on the facts, findings and conclusion,
I recommend the Commander, USFOR-A consider potential alternative uses for the C2 Facility.” Memorandum of General
James Richardson to General Joseph Dunford (Jul. 20, 2013).
80 DoD told SIGAR that it would cost U.S. taxpayers an additional $5 million to make the 64K building fully functional and
another $1 million to maintain it every year. The cost to demolish the facility and count the $36 million project as a loss
would be another $2 million.
81

Richardson Final Report, p.9.
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See, e.g., Email from Colonel Norman F. Allen to Colonel Brett A. Barraclough, et al (Nov. 11, 2013) [Exhibit 11].
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2. Adopt, at all appropriate command levels, financial management training that promotes this
principle and rejects the “use it or lose it” approach to spending.
3. Determine appropriate administrative or disciplinary action for Lieutenant General Peter M.
Vangjel in light of his decision to construct the 64K building over the objections of
commanders in the field, resulting in the waste of $36 million.
4. Determine appropriate administrative or disciplinary action for Major General James
Richardson in light of his failure to carry out a fulsome investigation in compliance with
General Dunford’s orders.
5. Consider issuing a directive to all personnel explicitly reminding them of their legal obligation
under the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and the SIGAR authorizing statute, to
fully cooperate with SIGAR audits, investigations, and requests for information.
6. Determine appropriate administrative or disciplinary action for Colonel Norman F. Allen in
light of his failure to comply with law, regulation, and his ethical and professional
responsibilities.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND SIGAR RESPONSE
We provided a draft of our report to DoD, General Vangjel, General Richardson, and Colonel Allen for
review and comment. DoD, General Vangjel, and Colonel Allen provided written comments, which
are reproduced in Appendices I, II, and III, respectively. General Richardson did not respond to our
request for comments.
In its comments, DoD did not dispute any of the facts contained in our draft report. However, DoD
stated that, after reviewing our report and General Richardson’s final report, it had determined that
General Vangjel’s decision to deny the request to cancel the 64K was prudent, because “[a]t the
time of the decision, Camp Leatherneck was being considered as a potential enduring location for
the U.S. military.” DoD concurred with our fifth recommendation, and stated that it partially
concurred with our first and second recommendations, but did not concur with our third, fourth, and
sixth recommendations, regarding administrative or disciplinary action for General Vangjel, General
Richardson, and Colonel Allen.
With regard to DoD’s concurrence with our fifth recommendation, we appreciate DoD’s commitment
to provide guidance to its personnel acknowledging our jurisdiction over military construction
projects like the 64K building. However, we found DoD’s responses to our other recommendations
to be confusing and, particularly in reference to the involvement of the DoD IG, contradictory.
With respect to both our first and second recommendations, DoD states that it “strongly agrees with
the basis of the SIGAR’s recommendation”, but it rejects both recommendations because in DoD’s
view they are not necessary. As discussed in more detail below, DoD’s comments on our first and
second recommendations reference information that supports the conclusions contained in our
report. Therefore, we maintain that our first and second recommendations remain valid in their
entirety.
DoD did not concur with recommendations three, four and six, that DoD determine appropriate
administrative or disciplinary action for General Vangjel, General Richardson, and Colonel Allen. In
all three cases, DoD stated that:
“The Department reviewed the actions of [these officers] that were highlighted in the report
and determined that they do not represent misconduct warranting consideration of
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administrative or disciplinary action. The DoD IG has also reviewed this matter and finds
insufficient basis for conducting or directing further investigation.”83
DoD did not explain how its decisions to take no action were reached, whether any internal inquiry
was conducted, or whether any report was made. However, based on DoD’s statement that it
“determined that [the actions of these officers] do not represent misconduct”, SIGAR is concerned
that DoD may have focused its review too narrowly by applying only a “misconduct” standard. Under
DoD policy, allegations of misconduct by senior officers (i.e., general officers and colonels being
considered for promotion to general) are defined as a violation of criminal law, or a violation of a
“recognized standard” involving elements of personal integrity, such as the ethics regulations.84
While the actions of General Vangjel and General Richardson did not constitute misconduct, SIGAR
believes their actions constituted mismanagement, including waste and abuse,85 and DoD should
take action accordingly. SIGAR also believes that the actions of Colonel Allen in attempting to coach
witnesses involved in an active investigation and in encouraging military personnel not to cooperate
with SIGAR, constitute both misconduct and mismanagement, and DoD should take action
accordingly.
In its comments, DoD also stated that a separate review of the draft report was conducted by the
DoD IG, who “finds insufficient basis for conducting or directing further investigation.” DoD’s
comments give the impression that the DoD IG’s office reviewed the matter or conducted an
investigation. However, it turns out this is not the case.
After receiving DoD’s comments, SIGAR contacted the DoD IG’s office to request an explanation of
how these conclusions were reached, including what standards were applied, and what evidence
was considered. SIGAR also requested a copy of any report of investigation, report of investigative
inquiry, or other memorandum explaining the disposition of these three recommendations.86
In reply, the DoD IG’s Director, Investigations of Senior Officials, stated that, “Because the OIG does
not participate in management decisions to take, or not take, action, we are unable to provide an
explanation and suggest you direct your request to the responsible Department officials.” He went
on to state that, “. . . in the absence of a specific request for a separate investigation, we did not find
it necessary to conduct an additional investigation.” Finally, he stated that with respect to Colonel
Allen, “We did not find the allegations you referenced to be something that merits reporting in
accordance with AR 20-1 . . . .”87
In an attempt to obtain further clarification, the Special Inspector General contacted the DoD IG
directly. In a telephone discussion, the DoD IG explained, “[he] was aware of the conclusions in the
SIGAR report. Considering the existence of the SIGAR report, and in the absence of a request from
responsible DoD officials that additional investigative work be conducted, [the DoD IG] declined to
conduct further investigation of this matter.”
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See Appendix I.
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See, e.g., DoD Directive 5505.06, Investigations of Allegations Against Senior DoD Officials, pp. 1 and 6 (June 6, 2013).

85

See. e.g., Army Regulation 20-1, Inspector General Activities and Procedures, p.99 (definition of “mismanagement”).

Letter from Sharon E. Woods, Deputy Assistant IG for Investigations, SIGAR, to Anthony D. Jones, Director, Investigations
of Senior Officers, DoD IG (Feb. 25, 2015) [Appendix IV].
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Letter from Anthony D. Jones, Director, Investigations of Senior Officers, DoD IG, to Sharon E. Woods, Deputy Assistant IG
for Investigations, SIGAR (Mar. 20, 2015) [Appendix V].
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In sum, DoD stated that the DoD IG decided not to investigate, while the DoD IG stated that he
declined to investigate because DoD didn’t ask him to. Although these statements contradict each
other, the result was the same: no investigation was done and none was requested.
DoD also provided “technical comments” on the draft report. These comments did not warrant any
changes to the report. To the contrary, they reinforce our conclusion that the decision to construct
the 64K building appears to have been based on an intent to avoid reprogramming or returning
funds already appropriated by Congress.
General Vangjel and Colonel Allen provided separate comments regarding their individual roles in
this matter, but did not comment on SIGAR’s recommendations. The comments provided by General
Vangjel and Colonel Allen did not introduce any new information or warrant changes to the report.
Although General Vangjel asserted that there were “significant errors throughout the draft report,”
his comments did not identify any errors, significant or otherwise. Instead, General Vangjel faulted
SIGAR for not giving greater weight to evidence he believed showed a strategic and operational need
for the 64K building. We have again reviewed the evidence highlighted by General Vangjel and find
that it supported our conclusion that his decision to reject cancellation of the 64K building appears
to have been based on his belief that it would be imprudent to request the reprogramming of funds
already appropriated by Congress.
Colonel Allen did not dispute any of the facts contained in our draft report, but he disagreed with “the
characterization of my communications and actions” and offered additional “context”. The
additional “context” Colonel Allen offered consists of assertions regarding his intent at the time he
provided draft investigative findings to General Vangjel, advised other DoD personnel to “slow roll”
responses to SIGAR’s requests for information, and encouraged them not to cooperate with SIGAR’s
inquiry. However, our findings are supported by Colonel Allen’s contemporaneous emails, which in
our view are the best evidence available with regard to his intentions at the time. He has not
disputed the facts as related in this report. Vague and unsupported attempts to provide “context”
after the fact do not controvert those findings.
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APPENDIX I: COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AND SIGAR’S
RESPONSE
3£Ci&IJli&fJ ¥6 eSJ!Ii; IBM, lf54T6
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
1 0 l 0 DEFENSE PE:NTAGON
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 • 1010

FEB 0 9 2015
The Honorable Jo•hn Sopko
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
1550 Crystal Drive, 9th Floor
Arlington, VA 22202
Dear Mr. Sopko:
Thank you for providing the draft report on the 64,000 square foot conunand and control
facility military construction project at Camp Leatherneck in Afghanistan. I am responding on
behalf of Secretary Hagel.
The Department has reviewed your investigation and the previous investigation
conducted by U.S. Forces-Afghanistan. It was determined that then-Major General Peter
Vangjel's decision to deny then-Major General Richard Mills May 2010 cancellation request was
prudent. At the time of the decision. Camp Leatherneck was being considered as a potential
enduring location for the U.S. military. The Department's responses to your specific
. recommendations and technical conunents to the report are enclosed.
The Department takes seriously its responsibility to maintain the public trust by
exercising sound financial management of the taxpayer dollars appropriated for Afghanistan and
appreciates the role of Inspectors General in providing independent oversight of related
activities.

Enclosures:
As stated

0

UNCLASSIFIED Upon Removal of Classified Enclosures
91!fe:Qil'i';''Riiils 79 VIi Ui
J' "FQ

I' I.,

I
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Response to SIGAR Report on the Investigation into the Construc~tion of the
Command and Control (C2) Facility at Camp Leatherne,ck
Recommendation 1: Incorporate imo The DOD Financial Management Regulalior~, DOD t"'-------7000.14-R. a clE!ar statemenr that tatpayer f1111d1 1/wu/d nut he IJ1L"111 ~~hen Fhn arc no long~r
11er:ded. mere/ · heca/1.~<! £111 ojjiL'i(l/ doe 11u1 H'Wl f to undertake the burden oj reque. ting the I SIGAR
reprogramming or rescission ofihosefimds.
: Comment
I

1

Response: Partially concur. While DoD strongly agrees with the basis of the SIGAR's
~ _______ _
reconunendation, specifically, that appropriated funds should be expended only to :meet valid.
current agency requirements and not to avoid the inconvenience of a subsequent reprogramming
or rescission, \H: do not belie\ e that a statement to this effect 5houkl be incnrporate-d inw the
DoD Financial Management Regulation (FMR.l. TI1at is because the Deparuncnt 1)1 at read~
prohibited by la1 from expendin~ appropriated funds lor purposes other than the satisfaction of a
bona fide need that exists during the appropriation' s period of availability. Specifically, the socalled Bona Fide Needs Rule, which derives from Title 3 I. U.S. Code, section 1502, imposes
precisely this prohibition on all Federal agencies. It generally is unnecessary and illappropriate
to repeat extant statutory restrictions in regulations that are designed to set forth policies and
procedures for implementing the law. Moreover. we note that the Bona Fide Needs Rule is fully
explained in DoD FMR Volume 3, Chapter 8, section 080303, and Volume 14, Chapter I,
section 01 0205, which requires DoD officials, including commanders, to ensw·c tlmt the
obligation and el{penditure of funds provide tor a bona fide need of the period of availability of
the fund or account. Further, the DoD FMR currently prescribes actions that should be taken
when an acquisition is no longer required; and DoD personnel, particularly finance and
contracting specialists, are trained to carry out these procedures properly. Informed by these
provisions, and working in concert with resource managers and legal counsel, it is unlikely that
DoD personnel v-.rill consider reprogramming concerns when assessing whether an acquisition of
goods or services is required

Recommendation 2: Adopt. at all appropriate command levels, including a/ the ge.nerul officer
level, financial management training that promotes this principle a11d rejects the "we if or lose :- ----- --:
if" approach to spending;
1
1
SIGAR
,

I

I

Comment I
Response: Partially concur. DoD strongly agrees with the basis of the SIGAR' s
1
I
recommendation, specifically, that appcopriated funds should be expended only to meet valid, : 2
:
current agency r~:quirements and not to avoid the inconvenience of a subsequent reprogramming' -- ------I
I

or rescission or embrace a "use it or lose it" approach to spending. However, we bdieve that
DoD fmandallllJJJlagement training alread} ~mphasizc:::. the fiduciar) Juty to expend taxpayers'
funds responsibly and lawfully. This recommctldation is premised on a mjsinterpre1tation of the
decision-making process that resulted in the construction of the Camp Leatherneck C2 facility.
The decis ion to use FY 2010 funds was based on a determination that a valid requirement existed
in FY 201 0; it wus not the result of a "use it nr lose it" approach.

Recommendation 3: Determine appropriate administrative or disciplinary action for Lleulenant
General Peter Vc.rngjel in light of his decision to construct the 64K building over the objections
ofcommanders in the field, resulting in the waste of$36 million;
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r-------1

SIGAR

I
I

Response. \.tliJ-C<,ncur, Then-Major General (MG) Vangjel took subordinate commanders' : Comment
views into account but determined that those \ it: I\ s were not full~ infonned b) the combatan( 3
command·~ ~tnnegic 'rsion at that lime. The Department reviewed the actions ofthen-MG •-------Vangjelthat were highlighted in the report and determined that the ~ do no1 rerre~t·nt nliSconJuct
\\arra01ing consiCieration of admini:-.tnllh e or c.Ji~ciplinnr) action. The DoD L(, h:t:; also rc\ iewed
th is matter nnd Finds insufficient basis for wmlucting l)f Jirecting runher ill\ e~ti~tation.

r------1

Recommendation 4: Determine appropriate administrative or disciplina~y action for Major 1 SIGAR
General James .Richardson in light ofhis failure to cany out a fulsome investigation in
:
Comment
1
compliance with General Dunford's orders:
I 4
I

Response: 1\ou--coucur rhe Depa.rtment reviewed the i!Clh)llS of ~G RichanlS0ll h ighlig Hedin-- - - - - the draft SIGAR report and determined that they do not represent misconduct '''arG nting
considera(i.o.n ol admini,trali\ e or discipli.nar~ action The oO JG has also rc\ ic\·1eJ Tim rl'llltter
and fmds insufliciem hast~ for conc.Jutting nr direc ting further tm c-.tigatioo.

.--------

Recommendation 5: Consider issuing a directive to all personnel explicitly reminding them o/.
their legal oblig.alion under the Inspector General Act of 1978. as amended, and the SIGAR I SIGAR
ulllhorizing statute, to fully cooperate with S!GAR audits, investigations, and requests for
: Comment
information;
: 5

·--------

Response: Concur. Although the Department ultimately answered all of the SIGAR's requests
for infom1ation. the documentation collected during the investigation indicated confusion among
members of the )Department regarding the roles, responsibilities, and authorities of the SlGAR.
Confusion runy bnve resulted from the fact that the Camp Leatherneck C2 facility is f-unded with
Title tO Military Construction funds; it is not funded by one of the reconstruction iUods for
which the SfGAR bas oversight, nor was it intended at the time of construction 10 be transferred
to the Afghan government. The Department will develop guidance for DoD personnel in
Afghanistan that provides clarity regarding the roles, responsibilities, nnd authoriti1es of the
SIGAR in order to improve DoD support for future audits, investigations, and requests for
.-------information.
I

I
J<ecommendation 6: Determine appropriate administrative or disciplinary action for ColoneL• SIGAR
Norman FAllen in ligJu ofhis failure to comply with law, regulation, and his ethical and
: Comment
professional responsibilities.
1 6
I

·-------nfC'olonel (('01.) 1\Jien that were

Response: "\;un<nncur The Department rc\i~wed the <~cli~)n~
highlighted in the repon and determined that they do no1 rcpn: .:nt mi~conduct \\ liT aming
consiJcration of adminbtraLi\ c or"disciplinar) action. The D6D Lu has also reviewed this malter
and finds inl>u(li<:i.em basil:i for couclw.:ung or directing l'urthe[ Ul\ c~tigation. 1Iowe:ver, as
reflected above i.Jn response to recommendation #5, COL Allen will be provided guidance so that
he better appreciates the roles, responsibilities, and authorities oftbe SIGAR.
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Page 10: "Despite the fact that General Richardson never interviewed General Vangjel, his
report contained several statements suggesting reasons why General Vangjel denied the request
to cancel construction of the 64K facility."
•

" ... [General Vangjel] relied upon the CENTCOM strategic vision of Camp Leatherneck
and its criticality as an enduring strategic base."

,I

~-------

o

General Richardson could have ascertained the CENTCOM strategic vision from his
1 SIGAR
email interview with CDR Timothy Wallace, the CENTCOM MILCON program
manager at the time (TAB 10), and would not need to interview General Vangjel to make : Comment
this determination.
11

I
I

I

I
I
I

I

•

"In addition, . . . [General Vangjel], coordinated for CENTCOM and USFOR-A concurrence
that the 64K C2 Facility should continue prior to signing his denial memo. "

1 - - - - - - - 1- 1

o This is a documented fact based on the email conversation (TAB 9) that is referenced in
LTG Vangjel's denial memo (TAB 11) and therefore did not require an interview to
determine.
•

"Notably, ... (General Vangjel] did not sign the denial memorandum until after confirming
that CENTCOM, USFOR-A and MEF (FWD) were in agreement that the 64K C2 facility
would continue."
o

•

Seeabove.

" .. . [General Vangjel] made the decision [to deny the requests to cancel the 64K building]
with knowledge of the CENTCOM strategic vision . . ."
o

See above.

Page 10: "For example, in response to an email sent by General Richardson in July 2013,
Brigadier General Bryan G. Watson, who was responsible for overseeing construction
requirements in Afghanistan for USFOR-A, stated:

~--------·

I

I

I
I

I

SIGAR
Comment
12

I
"I do remember that the MILCON review for Bastion ... as well as the other Marine I
1--------1
bases . .. was very contentious because there was no clear decision on whether Bastion would
become an enduring base ... "

•

The context of this statement {TAB 12) is in reference to MILCON reviews that were
undertaken after General Vangjel made his decision to not approve the request to cancel the
64K C2 facility (TAB 11). Since these subsequent MILCON reviews did not result in
cancellation of construction of this facility in progress, the statement supports General
Richardson's view that Bastion/Camp Leatherneck was being considered as an enduring
base.
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SIGAR’s Response to DoD Comments
1. DoD partially concurred with our first recommendation. DoD agreed that “appropriated funds
should be expended only to meet valid, current agency requirements and not to avoid the
inconvenience of a subsequent reprogramming or recession.” However, DoD believes it is
unnecessary to incorporate a statement to this effect into the DoD Financial Management
Regulation (FMR) because “the Department is already prohibited from expending
appropriated funds for purposes other than the satisfaction of a bona fide need that exists
during the appropriation’s period of availability”, citing “the so-called Bona Fide Needs Rule,
which derives from Title 31, U.S. Code, section 1502 . . . .”88 DoD also asserts that “it is
unlikely that DoD personnel will consider reprogramming concerns when assessing whether
an acquisition of goods or services is required.”
We disagree with DoD’s reasoning on this issue. In our view, the facts of this case
demonstrate that DoD cannot rely solely on senior officers’ knowledge of the Bona Fide
Needs Rule. Moreover, DoD’s assertion that “it is unlikely” that DoD personnel will violate
the Bona Fide Needs Rule is not only unsupported, it is controverted by the case of the 64K
building. In sum, SIGAR continues to believe that an amendment to the Department’s
Financial Management Regulation to explicitly state that funds should not be spent when
they are no longer needed would be more effective than relying solely on an officer’s
presumed familiarity with the Bona Fide Needs Rule.
If the FMR had contained our recommended clarification back in 2010, General Vangjel
might at least have been compelled to document a legitimate basis for proceeding with the
64K building. At best, the clarification could have prompted General Vangjel to cancel the
64K facility, thereby saving $36 million. Therefore, we maintain that our first
recommendation is valid in its entirety.
2. DoD partially concurred with our second recommendation, explaining that it “strongly agrees
with the basis of the SIGAR’s recommendation, specifically, that appropriated funds should
be expended only to meet valid, current agency requirements” and not to “embrace a ‘use it
or lose it’ approach to spending.” However, DOD rejected the recommendation that financial
management training incorporating this principle should be adopted at all command levels,
because “DoD financial management training already emphasizes the fiduciary duty to
expend taxpayers’ funds responsibly and lawfully.”
We do not understand DoD’s refusal to include in its financial management training a
principle which the Department claims it supports, namely that taxpayer money should not
be spent on a “use it or lose it basis.” While DoD asserts that this training is not necessary,
the facts of this case demonstrate that the status quo is simply not enough.

88 The Bona Fide Needs Rule, in its most basic form, provides that “A fiscal year appropriation may be obligated only to
meet a legitimate, or bona fide, need arising in, or in some cases arising prior to but continuing to exist in [the
appropriation’s period of availability].” U.S. Government Accountability Office, Principles of Federal Appropriations Law,
Volume I, Chapter 5, p. 5-11 (January 2004) (emphasis in original).
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While DoD does not disagree with any of the facts stated in our report, it claims our
recommendation is based on a “misinterpretation of the decision-making process.”
However, our report shows that General Vangjel did not approve construction of the 64K
building in order to meet a requirement in FY 2010. In fact, the evidence gathered by our
investigators indicates that the 64K building never served any operational need. Although
some officials proposed converting the building into “fitness and recreational centers” or “a
movie theater,”89 it was transferred to the Afghan government in October 2014 without ever
having been used.
As shown in our report, after undertaking a comprehensive review of pending military
construction projects and of existing strategic plans, the generals on the ground in
Afghanistan at the time determined that the 64K building did not meet an operational
need.90 Moreover, contemporaneous evidence shows that General Vangjel did not mention a
2010 operational requirement as his basis for proceeding with construction of the 64K
facility. Instead, his decision memorandum noted that the 64K building was also “listed in
the FY 12 OCO [Overseas Contingency Operations] emerging requirements,”91 indicating that
the building was not an actual or definite requirement for FY 2010.
The lack of an operational need for the 64K building in FY 2010 is also demonstrated by the
fact that Lieutenant Colonel Norvel of USARCENT, who was on General Vangjel’s staff at the
time, told USACE that he wanted to “push the FY10 supplemental C2 Facility at Leatherneck
as far to the right as possible (may want to look at Jan 12 [2011] as a target).”92 He also
stated that he wanted “to ensure we time this award to support other operational
requirements” and asked USACE to “move it to the bottom of the pile.”93 If the decision to
fund construction of the 64K building was, as DoD asserts, “based on a determination that a
valid requirement existed in FY 2010,” then it is puzzling why LTC Norvel sought to move the
project to the “bottom of the pile.” Moreover, the construction contract for the 64K building
was not awarded until February 2011 and construction did not begin until sometime around
May 2011, about eight months after the close of FY 2010.94 Given these facts, there does
not appear to be any basis for claiming that there was an operational need for the 64K
building in FY 2010, nor has DoD produced any support for its interpretation now, five years
later.
As noted above, General Vangjel’s decision to reject the requests to cancel the 64K building
appears to have been an attempt to avoid having to reprogram funds by directing them

89

Memorandum from LTC Erik M. Sell, May 20, 2013.

90

Memorandum from Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., to USARCENT Kuwait G7 (June 26, 2010).

91 Memorandum from Major General Peter Vangjel to Deputy Commanding General, United States Forces Afghanistan (Aug.
2010) (emphasis added).
92

Email from LTC Norvel to USACE (Aug. 3, 2010).

93

Id.

SIGAR notes that a legal opinion of the Chief of Contract and Fiscal Law at U.S. ARCENT stated that “typically, to be
properly considered a bona fide need of FY 10, the need for construction must exist in FY 10 and the construction work,
itself, usually must commence NLT [no later than] 1 January 2011.” Memorandum of Major Danisha L. Morris, JA, Chief,
Contract and Fiscal Law (June 29, 2010).
94
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toward a project that did not meet a known operational or strategic need. The failure to
cancel the 64K building led to approximately $36 million being wasted on a facility that was
unwanted, unneeded, and unused. General Vangjel’s actions indicate that DoD personnel at
all appropriate command levels would benefit from training that clearly and unequivocally
rejects a “use it or lose it” approach to spending. Therefore, we maintain that our second
recommendation is valid in its entirety.
3. DoD did not concur with our third recommendation. DoD stated that it “reviewed the actions
of then-MG Vangjel that were highlighted in the report and determined that they do not
represent misconduct warranting consideration of administrative or disciplinary action.” DoD
also noted that the “DoD IG has also reviewed this matter and finds insufficient basis for
conducting or directing further investigation.”
DoD did not explain how its decision to take no action was reached, whether any internal
inquiry was conducted, or whether any report was made. However, based on DoD’s
statement that it “determined that [the actions of General Vangjel] do not represent
misconduct”, SIGAR is concerned that DoD may have focused its review too narrowly. Under
DoD policy, allegations of misconduct by senior officers (i.e., general officers and colonels
being considered for promotion to general) are defined as a violation of criminal law, or a
violation of a “recognized standard” involving elements of personal integrity, such as the
ethics regulations.95 Apparently, DoD limited its review to whether General Vangjel’s actions
constituted “misconduct”.
SIGAR believes that General Vangjel’s decision to construct the 64K building over the
objections of commanders in the field, resulting in the waste of $36 million, constituted
mismanagement. Under Army Regulation 20-1, for example, “mismanagement” is defined
as:
“A collective term covering acts of waste and abuse. The extravagant, careless, or
needless expenditure of Government funds or the consumption or misuse of
Government property or resources resulting from deficient practices, systems,
controls, or decisions. Also includes abuse of authority or similar actions that do not
involve criminal fraud.”96
General Vangjel’s decision to proceed with construction of the 64K building over the
objection of commanders in the field appears to meet this definition. Therefore, we stand by
our third recommendation.
4. DoD did not concur with our fourth recommendation. DoD stated that it “reviewed the
actions of MG Richardson highlighted in the draft SIGAR report and determined that they do
not represent misconduct warranting consideration of administrative or disciplinary action.”
DoD also noted that the “DoD IG has also reviewed this matter and finds insufficient basis for
conducting or directing further investigation.”

95

See DoD Directive 5505.06, Investigations of Allegations Against Senior DoD Officials, pp. 1 and 6 (June 6, 2013).

96

Army Regulation 20-1, Inspector General Activities and Procedures, p.99 (definition of “mismanagement”).
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DoD did not explain how its decision to take no action was reached, whether any internal
inquiry was conducted, or whether any report was made. However, based on DoD’s
statement that it “determined that [the actions of General Richardson] do not represent
misconduct”, SIGAR is concerned that DoD may have focused its review too narrowly. Under
DoD policy, allegations of misconduct by senior officers (i.e., general officers and colonels
being considered for promotion to general) are defined as a violation of criminal law, or a
violation of a “recognized standard” involving elements of personal integrity, such as the
ethics regulations.97 Apparently, DoD limited its review to whether General Richardson’s
actions constituted “misconduct”.
SIGAR believes that General Richardson’s failure to conduct his investigation in accordance
with General Dunford’s orders and his failure to interview the key witness who made the
decision to construct the 64K building (i.e., General Vangjel), constituted mismanagement.
Under Army Regulation 20-1, for example, “mismanagement” is defined as,
“A collective term covering acts of waste and abuse. The extravagant, careless, or
needless expenditure of Government funds or the consumption or misuse of
Government property or resources resulting from deficient practices, systems,
controls, or decisions. Also includes abuse of authority or similar actions that do not
involve criminal fraud.”98
In view of DoD’s narrow interpretation, we are amending our report to explicitly state that we
believe the actions of General Richardson constituted mismanagement. Therefore, we stand
by our fourth recommendation.
5. DoD concurred with our fifth recommendation. DoD stated that “the documentation
collected during the investigation indicated confusion among members of the Department
regarding the roles, responsibilities, and authorities of the SIGAR.” We appreciate DoD’s
recognition that the actions of certain individuals were not a proper response to SIGAR’s
requests for information. Moreover, we appreciate DoD’s decision to provide guidance to its
personnel regarding SIGAR’s broad oversight authorities, including its authority to investigate
matters related to the 64K building and other military construction projects.
6. DoD did not concur with our sixth recommendation. DoD stated that it “reviewed the actions
of Colonel (COL) Allen that were highlighted in the draft SIGAR report and determined that
they do not represent misconduct warranting consideration of administrative or disciplinary
action.” DoD also noted that the “DoD IG has also reviewed this matter and finds insufficient
basis for conducting or directing further investigation.” DoD added that Colonel Allen would
be provided guidance regarding the roles, responsibilities, and authorities of SIGAR.
DoD did not explain how its decision to take no action was reached, whether any internal
inquiry was conducted, or whether any report was made. Current DoD policy prescribes

97

See, e.g., DoD Directive 5505.06, Investigations of Allegations Against Senior DoD Officials, pp. 1 and 6 (June 6, 2013).

98

Army Regulation 20-1, Inspector General Activities and Procedures, p.99 (definition of “mismanagement”).
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specific procedures for handling allegations of this nature. DoD Directive 5505.06 provides
that, “Allegations of misconduct against senior officials will be vigorously investigated by
appropriate investigative organizations.99 The directive goes on to provide that the DoD IG
receives those allegations and notifies the appropriate DoD components if an investigation is
opened. The directive requires the relevant component (in this case, the Army) to “initiate an
investigation into the issues raised in the allegation” unless the DoD IG assumes
investigative responsibility for the matter.100 In addition, Army Regulation 20-1 provides a
separate process for handling allegations against Army lawyers.101 It is unclear whether
these procedures were followed with respect to Colonel Allen. This is particularly troubling
because the evidence uncovered by SIGAR indicates that Colonel Allen attempted to coach
witnesses involved in an active investigation and encouraged military personnel not to
cooperate with SIGAR. SIGAR believes Colonel Allen’s actions constituted both misconduct
and mismanagement, and violated his professional and ethical responsibilities as an Army
lawyer. DoD should take action accordingly. Therefore, we stand by our sixth
recommendation.

SIGAR’s Response to DoD Technical Comments
7. DoD claimed that only $25.1 million was spent on the 64K building, not approximately $36
million, as stated in our report. We disagree. DoD reached its reduced total by excluding
amounts spent to construct the infrastructure, including utilities and roads, that served the
64K building. However, DoD did not provide any information indicating that this
infrastructure was intended to serve any purpose other than support of the 64K building.
Since this infrastructure was built to serve the 64K building, our report will continue to reflect
these costs in the total cost of the 64K project, which was approximately $36 million.
8. DoD claimed that, by quoting General Toolan’s statement that the “time to ‘stop building’ is
now,” SIGAR insinuated “that individuals responsible for the construction of [the 64K] facility
did not heed MG Toolan’s guidance.” We disagree. Given that General Vangjel had already
rejected the request of the surge commander to cancel the 64K building, there would have
been little basis for the military personnel overseeing construction of the 64K building to
assume that their work would be affected by the drawdown from the surge. As General
Buckler told General Richardson when he asked why the 64K project proceeded, “My
assumption is that we were told to continue and we did so.”102 However, General Toolan’s
statement does support SIGAR’s main point: the surge was over and the 64K building was
not wanted and not needed.
9. Our report notes that General Vangjel was unable to provide evidence supporting his claim
that his decision to proceed with construction of the 64K building was based on a “larger
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DoD Directive 5505.06, Paragraph 3.a. (Jun. 6, 2013).

100

DoD Directive 5505.06, Enclosure 2, paragraphs 1.b. and 2.b.

101

AR 20-1, Ch. 7-1, b (7)i(4).

Email from Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., to Major General James Richardson (Jul. 9, 2013), attaching list of
responses to interview questions.
102
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strategic plan.” DoD’s technical comments stated that “LTG Vangjel may not have been able
to point to a plan that existed at the time; however, by August of 2012 it was included in the
camp master plan to meet operational requirements.” The existence of a plan in 2012 does
not explain why General Vangjel decided in 2010 to proceed with construction of the 64K
building. As noted in our report, General Vangjel’s assertion that he based his decision on a
“larger strategic plan” is contradicted by General Buckler’s June 2010 memorandum, which
stated that the request to cancel the 64K project was based on a review of “the ISAF
Campaign Plan, the Afghanistan Based Strategy and Base Master Plans.”103 Moreover,
neither General Vangjel nor DoD has provided SIGAR with evidence of a strategic plan that in
2010 justified construction of the 64K building.
10. DoD stated that, “in response to inquiry from MG Richardson, BG Buckler could not recall
specifics about his recommendation on this particular facility.” DoD also stated that
“CENTCOM confirmed with Lt Col Arnold, BG Buckler’s MILCON Program Chief, that USFOR-A
will not request cancellation of the building.” These statements do not contradict General
Buckler’s statement to SIGAR investigators that he did not change his recommendation to
cancel the 64K building.
DoD’s first statement concerning General Buckler’s recommendation to cancel appears to be
based on a misquotation. General Buckler did not tell General Richardson that he did not
recall his recommendation to cancel the building; General Buckler simply wrote that he did
“not have a clear recollection of the specifics on this project.”104
DoD’s second statement, concerning General Buckler’s recommendation, is more puzzling.
Even if Lieutenant Colonel Arnold did not oppose the decision to proceed with construction of
the 64K building, it is not reasonable to conclude that General Buckler changed his mind
regarding whether the building addressed an operational need. General Buckler provided
General Vangjel with his assessment that the 64K building was not needed to support an
operational requirement. If General Vangjel or other officials higher in the chain of command
wanted the facility built regardless, then General Buckler and his staff would not have been
in a position to overrule them. As General Buckler told General Richardson when he asked
why the 64K project proceeded, “My assumption is that we were told to continue and we did
so.”105
11. Our report noted that General Richardson’s AR 15-6 investigative report contained several
statements speculating about why General Vangjel denied the requests to cancel the 64K
building, even though General Richardson never interviewed General Vangjel. In its technical
comments on a draft of this report, DoD further speculated that “General Richardson could
have ascertained the CENTCOM strategic vision from his email interview with CDR Timothy
Wallace,” and therefore would not have needed to speak with General Vangjel.
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Memorandum from Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., to USARCENT Kuwait G7 (June 26, 2010).

104 Email from Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., to Major General James Richardson (Jul. 4, 2013) (emphasis
added).

Email from Brigadier General William M. Buckler, Jr., to Major General James Richardson (Jul. 9, 2013), attaching list of
responses to interview questions.
105
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DoD’s speculation on this issue indicates a continuing effort to rationalize General
Richardson’s conclusion rather than to critically examine it. This effort falls short for several
reasons. First, it begs the question why DoD did not just ask General Richardson why he
chose not to contact General Vangjel. Second, DoD’s comment appears to ignore the fact
that General Richardson’s investigative report stated that his findings were based in part on
“interviews with key individuals,”106 even though he did not interview General Vangjel,
arguably the most key individual involved in the decision to proceed with construction of the
64K building. Third, DoD’s comment ignores Colonel Allen’s contemporaneous statement
that he contacted General Vangjel because he was “simply seeking a complete picture
before the boss goes final.”107 Colonel Allen’s email demonstrates that he recognized that
General Richardson’s report would be incomplete without input from General Vangjel.
Most importantly, DoD’s comment ignores the fact that CDR Wallace’s statement supports
our conclusion that the decision not to cancel the 64K building appears to have been based
on the desire to avoid the reprogramming process. General Richardson asked CDR Wallace,
“What was discussed reference the potential for cancellation of the [64K] facility?”108 CDR
Wallace replied, “It was easier to shift location or size of an approved MILCON than start over
with approval process so I believe decision was made not to cancel at that time until all new
requirements were known.”109 Rather than supporting the contention that the 64K facility
was needed to support “the CENTCOM strategic vision,” CDR Wallace’s statement indicates
there was no clear need for the 64K building at the time General Vangjel made his decision
and that the project was continued because that was “easier” than to “start over with [the]
approval process.” In sum, CDR Wallace’s email provides no basis for either General
Richardson or DoD to claim the existence of a “CENTCOM strategic vision” to justify
construction of the 64K building.
12. The fact that subsequent MILCON reviews did not result in cancellation of the 64K building
does not show that General Vangjel’s 2010 decision was based on a strategic plan. If
anything, it shows the opposite: that despite a lack of plans, construction continued.
General Watson’s statement to General Richardson confirms the fact that there was no
strategic plan or “strategic vision” for the 64K building. As General Watson noted, “the
MILCON review . . . was very contentious because there was no clear decision on whether
Bastion [Camp Leatherneck] would become an enduring base.”110 General Watson’s
statement calls into serious doubt the accuracy of General Richardson’s claim that, at the
time General Vangjel made his decision, he “relied upon the CENTCOM strategic vision of
Camp Leatherneck and its criticality as an enduring strategic base.”111
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Richardson Final Report, p.2.

See Email from Colonel Norman Allen to Lieutenant General Peter M. Vangjel and Lieutenant General Richard P. Mills
(Aug. 28, 2013).
107
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Email from to General James Richardson to CDR Timothy A. Wallace (Jul. 22, 2013).
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Email from CDR Timothy A. Wallace to Major General James Richardson (Jul. 24, 2013).
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Email from Major General Bryan G. Watson to Major General James Richardson (Jul. 12, 2013) (emphasis added).
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Richardson Final Report, p.4 (emphasis added).
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APPENDIX II: COMMENTS OF GENERAL VANGJEL AND SIGAR’S RESPONSE

15 January 2015

MEMORANDUM FOR Mr. John H. Mitchell, Director, Special Projects. Special
Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR). 2530 Crystal Drive,
Arlington, VA 22202
SUBJECT: Response to Draft SIGAR Report

1. This memorandum responds to the draft SIGAR report regarding the 64K Command :--------;
and Control Facility (64K C2 Facility) at Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan (Project
1 SIGAR
1
Number 76916). While I believe there are significant errors throughout the draft report : Comment :
and inadequate consideration of context and timelines, I will focus my response on the : 1
findings that relate to me and my actions. Specifically, I will address the erroneous
1
I
1
assertion of the draft SIGAR report that my "decision to reject the request to cancel the - - - - - - - _ I
project seems to have been based on a reluctance to reprogram funds already
appropriated by Congress, rather than on a reasonable determination that the 64K
building addressed an operational need." I also refute any finding or insinuation that I
was "coached" at any point during inquiries into this matter.
:--------;
2. The August 2010 decision not to cancel the 64K C2 Facility was based on a
reasonable determination that the 64K building addressed an operational need and a
1 SIGAR
1
I
I
determination that the project was in line with CENTCOM's strategic intent This intent 1 Comment
had been communicated by members of the CENTCOM staff via email as well as during: 2
CENTCOM Commander Conference Executive Sessions which I attended. In those
1
1
1
sessions, the strategic importance of Helmand Province and the enduring requirements - - - - - - - _I
for Camp Leatherneck were raised and discussed. The draft SIGAR report relies on the
initial cancellation request by the Commander, Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF), and
the views of some of the commanders on the ground; however; the report fails to
consider the strategic view and intent of CENTCOM and other senior leaders which
supported the need for the 64K C2 Facility at Camp Leatherneck as a Regional
Headquarters.
~--------,

3 . The report also fails to take into consideration the documentary evidence that
demonstrates the operational need for a C2 Facility on Camp Leatherneck. Within a
month of submitting the initial request to cancel the 64K C2 Facility, the MEF forwarded
a request for a new C2 Facility project on Camp Leatherneck stating that their cu rrent
facilities were deteriorating, would reach the end of their lifecycle in FY 12, and
adversely impact the mission. This directly contradicts statements made in the SIGAR
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SUBJECT: Response to Draft SIGAR Report

draft report that C2 Facilities on Camp Leatherneck were ··more than sufficient." This
second request supports the determination that a C2 Facility was needed on Camp
Leatherneck at the time the decision was made not to cancel the 64K C2 F~cility
project. While the new MEF request was for a smaller facility, analysis by three
separate Engineer teams in Atlanta, Kuwait and Afghanistan indicated that the
proposed FY12 30K C2 Facility would not be completed in time to support the MEF's
request for a new facility, and that it would likely be insufficient to house both a MEF
tactical headquarters and the additional functions for a Regional Command
headquarters (e.g., a joint Afghan Army coordination center and counter-terrorism
capability) that were being discussed at senior levels. Given this assessment, it was
prudent to move forward with the already-approved project, with the knowledge that
there would be other opportunities to de-scope, or even cancel the project if the
situation dictated.
4. Prior to a final determination being made regarding the operational need for the 64K
C2 Facility, I directed my staff to coordinate with CENTCOM, USFOR-A and I MEF in
order to ensure that any action taken by ARCENT was understood and addressed the
needs of supported commanders at every level, not just the tactical. Documentary
evidence shows that this coordination did, in fact, occur. Enclosure 1 ~ The evidence
also shows that, after this staff coordination occurred, CENTCOM, USFOR-A and I MEF
staffs agreed that the 64K C2 Facility should not be cancelled. Specifically, the
USFOR-A Chief of Construction stated that he had "spoken w/ I MEF (Fwd) G7 (Col
Flowers), we are in agreement that USFOR-A will not request cancellation of the
project." I took no action on the request to cancel until I received notification from the
USFOR-A Chief of Construction that USFOR-A was in agreement not to cancel the
project

r------I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I

1--------~

f------- -:

5. Further, after my departure in the fall of 2011 , the USFOR-A Commander directed an
exhaustive re-look of all construction requirements for Afghanistan. Approximately,
1 SIGAR
$500 Million in construction projects were cancelled and another $200 Million in
: Comment
construction projects were re-scoped; however, the 64K C2 Facility was neither
: 5
cancelled nor re-scoped. Enclosure 2.
1

1

:
:

1
1--------~
r--------~

6. The operational need for the 64K C2 Facility is also supported by the multiple
contract modifications made to the project increasing its cost from the original $24
Million to $36 Million and extending the completion date from January 2012 to October
2012. These modifications would have been requested by subsequent MEF
commanders and their staffs in order to meet current and emerging operational needs
as they perceived them. It is inconceivable that commanders on the ground would

I
I
I
I
I
I
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SUBJECT: Response to Draft SIGAR Report

continue to modify a contract and incur additional costs if there was not, in fact, an
operational need for the facility.
7. The assertion that I made the decision not to cancel the project because I was
reluctant to reprogram funds already appropriated by Congress is erroneous and not
supported by the ARCFNT documented track record while I was the Deputy
Commanding General (DCG). As the DCG, ARCENT, I personally championed over 20
different Lean Six Sigma projects in Afghanistan, achieving savings or cost avoidance in
excess of $2 Billion during my tenure. I continued this effort from Kuwait. where, under
my leadership, the ARGENT team saved over $8 Billion ($4 Billion per year for two
consecutive years). Every effort was made to conserve taxpayer dollars. Construction
projects were routinely cut, modified and/or de-scoped. My focus was constantly on
balancing cost efficiency with supporting the commanders at every level. . In my opinion,
the decision not to cancel the 64K C2 Facility was based upon the best information
available at the time and was the right decision. It properly balanced prudent
stewardship of taxpayer dollars, ensuring they were spent on the projects for which they
were intended, and supported the strategic and operational commander intent.
8. All information that I have provided during the inquiries into this matter is accurate
and true to the best of my knowledge and recollection. Again, at no time was I coached
to provide specific responses. A thorough review of all relevant information in this
matter will validate the accuracy and veracity of my statement

9. I respectfully request that you revise your findings and recommendations based
upon my input. If you decide not to revise your report, I request that copy of this
memorandum and its enclosures be submitted with your final report.
lf

10. Thank you for your time and consideration. I can be reached at you have any questions.

~/r

.
y~

~~///_{/tl~q
PETE,{M. VANGJEL

2 Ends.

Lieutenant General. USA
Supplemental- MILCON
2. Memorandum, 3 Jan 12, SUBJECT:
Cancellation Request- U .S. Military
Construction (MILCON) Projects in Afghanistan

1. Email. 3 Aug 10, SUBJECT: FY10

3
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SIGAR’s Response to General Vangjel’s Comments
1. General Vangjel stated in his comments that “there are significant errors throughout the
draft report and inadequate consideration of context and timelines.” However, General
Vangjel did not identify any errors in our report or provide new information that would warrant
changes to our report.
General Vangjel also stated, “I refute any finding or insinuation that I was ‘coached’ at any
point during inquiries into this matter.” Presumably General Vangjel was referring to the
portion of our report concerning Colonel Allen’s disclosure of investigative findings to General
Vangjel prior to obtaining General Vangjel’s direct, untainted testimony. The excerpts
disclosed by Colonel Allen’s email stated that General Vangjel’s decision to deny the request
“was in keeping with the CENTCOM strategic vision of the enduring presence in RC-SW and
was made after coordination with USFOR-A and MEF(FWD) engineers.”112 General Vangjel’s
comments on our report do not contain new information regarding his exchange with Colonel
Allen on this issue. Therefore, General Vangjel’s comments are unsupported and do not
warrant any change to our report.
2. General Vangjel commented that his decision to deny the requests to cancel the 64K
building “was based on a reasonable determination that the 64K building addressed an
operational need and a determination that the project was in line with CENTCOM’s strategic
intent.” General Vangjel also stated that our report “fails to consider the strategic view and
intent of CENTCOM and other senior leaders which supported the need for the 64K C2
Facility at Camp Leatherneck as a Regional Headquarters.” We disagree.
As noted in our report, General Buckler’s request to cancel the 64K building “was evaluated
based on the ISAF Campaign Plan, the Afghanistan Basing Strategy and Base Master
Plans.”113 In contrast, General Vangjel’s decision memorandum merely stated that
cancelling the 64K building and requesting a reprogramming of the funds would “not be
prudent” because the funds were already appropriated by Congress. General Vangjel’s
memorandum denying the request to cancel the 64K building does not mention a CENTCOM
“strategic intent” or an operational need for the building.
General Vangjel also asserts that “[CENTCOM’s strategic intent] had been communicated by
members of the CENTCOM staff via email as well as during CENTCOM Commander
Conference Executive Sessions which I attended.” However, General Vangjel has not
provided copies of any emails or documents in support of this assertion. Nor did General
Richardson cite any emails or documents in his investigative report supporting this assertion.
Finally, SIGAR was not able to locate any DoD documents or emails that support this
assertion. Most significantly, General Vangjel did not refer to this rationale in his decision
memorandum denying the requests to cancel the 64K building.

112 See email from Colonel Norman Allen to Lieutenant General Peter M. Vangjel and Lieutenant General Richard P. Mills
(Aug. 28, 2013).
113

Memorandum of Brigadier General William A. Buckler, Jr., to USARCENT Kuwait G7 (June 26, 2010) [Exhibit 3].
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3. General Vangjel commented that our report “fails to take into consideration the documentary
evidence that demonstrates the operational need for a C2 Facility on Camp Leatherneck.”
We disagree. Rather than showing an operational need for the building, which was never
used, the documents indicate that some subordinate officers later agreed not to request
cancellation of the project, in order to have “an opportunity to obtain clarity” on how a
number of different projects might be used.114 In other words, the documents referenced by
General Vangjel support our conclusion that his decision was based on concerns related to
keeping the funds already appropriated by Congress, rather than to meet an existing
operational need for the 64K building.
General Vangjel also asserted in his comments that, after requesting cancellation of the 64K
building, the commanders on the ground requested funds for a smaller command and
control facility to be available in 2012. General Vangjel believed “it was prudent to move
forward with the already-approved project, with the knowledge that there would be other
opportunities to de-scope or even cancel the project if the situation dictated.” In addition to
the fact that General Buckler, one of the commanders on the ground, told SIGAR
investigators that he never reversed his decision to request cancellation of the 64K building.
General Vangjel’s comments support our conclusion that the 64K building was not needed
to support an operational need in 2010. The decision to proceed with the project appears to
have been an effort to retain funds already appropriated, so as to leave them available for a
future need that was not yet fully defined. As noted in our report, a future need never arose,
the 64K building was never used, and $36 million was wasted.
4. General Vangjel asserts that he rejected the request to cancel the 64K building only after he
was notified that USFOR-A was in agreement not to cancel the project. In support of this
assertion, General Vangjel enclosed with his comments a copy of an email from the USFOR-A
Chief of Construction, stating that he [the Chief of Construction] had “spoken w/ I MEF (Fwd)
G7 (Col. Flowers) and we are in agreement that USFOR-A will not request cancellation of the
project.” However, we note that in response to that email from the Chief of Construction, LTC
Norvel, a member of General Vangjel’s staff, stated, “Want to push [the 64K building project]
as far to the right as possible (may want to look at Jan 12 as a target). Want to ensure we
time this award to support other operational requirements.”115 In other words, the point was
not to meet an existing operational need – after all, Generals Mills, Buckler, and McHale had
already determined that an operational need did not exist. Instead, the real purpose was to
retain the project for some other possible use in the future. SIGAR’s interpretation is further
bolstered by the rest of the email chain, which General Vangjel did not include with his
comments. In response to LTC Norvel’s email, Elizabeth Cain, a USACE Military Program
Manager, expressed some misgivings about this, stating, “My only comment on this is that
we will have to provide to HQUSACE a justification for scheduling an FY10 award that late.
‘Customer request to support operational requirements’ should be sufficient justification, but
may need additional input from you if we get questions.”116 In other words, Ms. Cain made it
clear that she wanted cover if someone later questioned her about it.

114

See, e.g., Email from Lieutenant Colonel Neil Arnold, USFOR-A, to CDR Timothy Wallace (Aug. 3, 2013).

115

Email from LTC Norvel to USACE (Aug. 3, 2010).

116

Email from Elizabeth U. Cain (Aug. 4, 2010).
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5. General Vangjel noted that following his departure in 2011, the USFOR-A commander did not
cancel or reduce the scope of the 64K project. General Vangjel stated that “It is
inconceivable that commanders on the ground would continue to modify a contract and incur
additional costs if there was not, in fact, an operational need for the facility.”
We disagree. The fact that commanders on the ground respected the orders of General
Vangjel and CENTCOM is not a basis for assuming that they saw an operational need for the
facility. In fact, General Walter Miller, the Marine commander who inherited the 64K facility,
stated:
“. . . I have no intent to move in. Many reasons, we are too small . . . we are rolling
into the fighting season and it is not ready. We have recently stopped any future
installs to the C2 infrastructure to the 64 K iot [in order to] end the money drain.”117
Again, it was the commander on the ground who recognized that continuing construction of
the 64K building was a waste of money.
6. General Vangjel commented that the operational need for the 64K building is shown “by the
multiple contract modifications made to the project increasing its cost from the original $24
Million to $36 Million and extending the completion date from January 2012 to October
2012.” As explained in our preceding comment, we do not agree with the proposition that
continued spending constitutes evidence of an operational need that commanders in the
field had already determined did not exist.

117

Richardson Final Report, p. 6, quoting email from General Miller.
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APPENDIX III: COMMENTS OF COLONEL ALLEN AND SIGAR’S RESPONSE

~

~·~~

UNITED STATES SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND

-

7701 TAMPA POINT BOULEVARD
MACDILL AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA 33621-5323

December 24, 2014

Office of the Staff Judge Advocate

Mr. Jack Mitchell
Director of Special Projects
Office of the Special Inspector General
For Afghan Reconstruction
Dear Mr. Mitchell:
This letter responds to your invitation for comment to the draft report of SIGAR's
investigation into construction of a 64,000 square foot command and control facility in
Afghanistan. I appreciate the opportunity to add input.
Specifically, I disagree with the characterization of my communications and actions
while serving as the Staff Judge Advocate, International Security Assistance Force. I
understand and support the demand for accurate information in investigations, including
those done by SIGAR, and never sought to interfere with legal requirements o·r to coach
the testimony of witnesses.
In particular, I offer the following for context to allegations in the SIGAR draft report:
a . During my legal review of the report of investigation, I noted an issue for
which we should seek clarification from LTG Vangjel and LtGen Mills before finalizing
the report. I proffered the draft findings to ensure their accuracy and/or to gain
additional insights from the witnesses; it was simply an effort to give context to the
questions raised about decisions made several years prior by senior officials.
b. My comments in e-mail to LTG Vangjel of our previous dealings while I was
assigned to FORSCOM were simply means of introduction and a courtesy; there is no
basis to question my integrity in this communication, or to suggest that LTG Vangjel
would have been amenable to anything but telling the truth.
c. The comment in e-mail to "slow roll" responses to SIGAR requests for
information was not at all intended to withhold information, but to allow us to address an
issue raised from ISAF to CENTCOM and the Office of General Counsel over scope of
the inquiry. Specifically, we raised an issue whether SIGAR should examine how the
command conducted its investigation of the C2 facility; pending resolution of that issue,
I thought it appropriate not to send information or correspondence outside the
command. Under no circumstances would I support withholding information from a
proper investigation, and I did not do so in this case.
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While there may be differences of opinion in how we addressed issues or in findings
of investigations, I take strong exception to allegations that I interfered in the process
and demonstrated a lack of ~ntegrity or compliance with legal and ethical standards. My
efforts were taken to ensure we got timely and accurate information in order for the
Commander to take appropriate measures.

-

Please advise if
; ore-mail
Sincerely,

Norman F.J. Allen Ill
Colonel, U.S. Army
Staff Judge Advocate
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SIGAR’s Response to Colonel Allen’s Comments
Colonel Allen did not dispute any of the facts contained in our draft report, but disagreed with “the
characterization of my communications and actions” and offered additional “context”. The
additional “context” Colonel Allen provided in his comments consists of unsupported statements
regarding his intentions when he passed draft investigative findings to General Vangjel and advised
his colleagues to “slow roll” responses to SIGAR’s requests for information. While Colonel Allen
argues that he provided draft investigative findings to General Vangjel in order to “seek clarification”,
he fails to address the overriding issue: why didn’t he or General Richardson ever ask General
Vangjel why he rejected the requests to cancel the 64K building.
Colonel Allen’s continued insistence that it was legitimate for him to question SIGAR’s right to
investigate the decisions of senior officers indicates that he still does not fully appreciate that SIGAR
has a statutory duty to “conduct, supervise, and coordinate audits and investigations of the
treatment, handling, and expenditure of amounts appropriated or otherwise made available for the
reconstruction of Afghanistan” and “to keep the [Secretary of Defense and Secretary of State] and
the Congress fully and currently informed . . . concerning fraud and other serious problems, abuses,
and deficiencies relating to the administration of programs and operations administered or financed
by [their agencies] . . . .”118 In addition, SIGAR’s authorizing statute requires that all Federal
Government entities provide such information or assistance as may be requested by the Inspector
General, without jurisdictional limitation.119 Congress adopted this broad mandate because it
recognized that to do otherwise would permit the subject of an inquiry to evade it simply by refusing
to acknowledge SIGAR’s authority. In sum, as an experienced lawyer, Colonel Allen knew, or should
have known, that it was not within his discretion to decide whether to cooperate with a SIGAR inquiry.
Equally troubling is Colonel Allen’s apparent view that decisions of senior officers should not be
questioned. For example, after receiving a SIGAR request for information and documents related to
the 64K building, he stated in an email:
“I don’t think people in this command should be subject to interviews that make them go
behind official decisions here; for instance, I would consider it inappropriate for members of
the command to address with SIGAR what they think of the 15-6 investigation appointed and
approved by the commander. I have a good deal of knowledge about that investigation, but I
would not answer questions to SIGAR; it’s not just out of loyalty to the command, but by
process it would mean SIGAR is investigating the commander, and that, I believe, is way
outside their purview.”120
Evidently, Colonel Allen believes that the actions of generals and other senior officers should not be
subject to Inspector General inquiry. Not only is this contrary to SIGAR’s authorizing statute and the
Inspector General Act, it is counter to a foundational principle of the U.S. States Constitution, that all
citizens are equal before the law, without regard to rank or privilege.

Section 1229(f) of the National Defense Authorization Act, 2008, and Section 4(a)(5) of the Inspector General Act of
1978, as amended.
118

119

Section 1229(h)(5) of the National Defense Authorization Act, 2008.

Email from Colonel Norman F. Allen to Colonel Walter M. Hudson and Duane T. Rackley, et al (February 1, 2014) [Exhibit
12]. General Richardson’s Chief of Staff was also copied on this email. Contrary to Colonel Allen’s assertion, neither the
Inspector General Act or SIGAR’s authorizing statute exempt general officers from SIGAR audits and investigations.

120
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APPENDIX IV: INQUIRY LETTER TO THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE OFFICE OF
INSPECTOR GENERAL

®
-:/.0

SIGAR

OfflceoflheSpeclallnspectorGenetal

I for Afghanistan RGCOnstrucUon

25 Febnaary 2015
Mr. Anthony Jones, Director
Investigations of Senior Officials
U.S. Department of Defense - Office of the Inspector General
400 Mark Center Drive
Alexandria, VA 22350-1500
Dear Mr. Jones,
We are in receipt of the Department of Defense' s February 9, 2015 response to the six
recommendations made in SIGAR's report entitled "$36 Million Command and Control Facility At
Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan: Unwanted, Unneeded, And Unused" sent on behalf of Secretary
Hagel. While reviewing the responses of the Department of Defense to these issues, we have specific
concerns regarding the responses to Recommendations 3, 4 and 6 discussing the need to determine if
appropriate administrative or disciplinary action is warranted regarding Lieutenant General Peter
Vanjel, Major General James Richardson and Colonel Norman F. Allen.
Tn all three cases, the Department of Defense's response stated that their actions "do not represent
misconduct warranting consideration of administrative or disciplinary action. The DoD IG has also
reviewed this matter and finds insufficient basis for conducting or directing further investigation."
The response provides no discussion of how these conclusions were reached. Due to the serious
nature of the allegations made in this report, please provide for each of the three senior officers an
explanation of how these conclusions were reached, including what standards were applied to reach
this conclusion, and what evidence was considered. In addition, please provide a copy of any report
of investigation, report of investigative inquiry, or other memorandum explaining the disposition of
these matters.
Army Regulation 20- 1 provides that allegations of professional misconduct by an Army lawyer are
not appropriate for inspector general action, but must be referred to the senior counsel having
jurisdiction over the subject lawyer for disposition, including, for example, the Judge Advocate
General. See AR 20-1, chap. 7- 1, b(7)i(4). Was the case of COL Norman F. Allen referred in
accordance with this provision? If so, please provide copies of any report of investigation, report of
investigative inquiry, or other memorandum explaining the disposition of COL Allen's case.
Thank you in advance for your response to our request. We look forward to receiving lbe information
requested above.
Respectfully,

~~~

aron E. Woods

Deputy Assist
n pector General for lnvesligations
SIGAR Investigations Directorate

t550 Crystal DrlVe, 9th Aoor
Arlington, VIrginia 22202

Mall: 2530 C!ystal D~ve
Arllngtoo, Vlrglnla 22202-3940

I

•

oe1· 703 545 6000

y

I

www.slgar.mll
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APPENDIX V: RESPONSE LETTER FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
4800 MARK CENTER DRIVE
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22350-1500

MAR 2 0 2015
Ms. Sharon E. Woods
Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Investigations
Office of the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
2530 Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA 22202-3940
Dear Ms. Woods:
This responds to your request for information on the Department of Defense's response
to your draft report about the Command and Control Facility at Camp Leathemeck, Afghanistan.
Specifically, you requested an explanation on the Department's decision that administrative or
disciplinaiy action was not warranted for the three officers - two general officers and one
colonel (an attorney) -referenced in your repmt.
.
Based on the information you provided, it appears that Department officials made a
decision that the three officers' actions described in the repmt "do not represent misconduct
warranting consideration of administrative or disciplinary action." Because the OIG does not
pa1ticipate in management decisions to take, or not take, action, we are unable to provide an .
explanation and suggest you direct your request to the responsible Department officials.
You also request an explanation of our conclusion not to conduct additional investigation
regarding senior official conduct described in your report. In deference to your independence
and objectivity, and in the absence of a specific request for a sepa1·ate investigation, we did not
find it necessary to conduct an additional investigation.
Finally, you asked whether allegations of professional misconduct described in your
report concerning the colonel were refetTed to a senior counsel in accordance with Atmy
Regulation (AR) 20-1. You also requested copies of any report of investigation, report of
investigative inquiry, or other memorandum explaining the disposition of the colonel's case.
You noted this matter is "not appi·opriate for inspector general action, but must be referred to
[his] senior counsel." We did not find the allegations you referenced to be something that merits
reporting in accordance with AR 20-1, but encourage you to make the appropriate referral should
you believe it to be warranted.
Please contact me if you have any further questions.
Sincerely,

Anthony . on s
Director
Investigations of Senior Officials
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EXHIBIT 2
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EXHIBIT 3
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EXHIBIT 4
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EXHIBIT 5

®

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STAlES FORCES - AFGHANJSTAN
KABUL, AFGHANISTAN
APO, AE 09356

23 JUN 2013

USFOR·ACDR

MEMORANDUM FOR MG James M. Richardson, CDR. USNSEC-A, Kabul,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09356
SUBJECT: Appointment as AR 15-0 Investigating Officer
1. IU) You are hereby appointed as an investigating officer pursuant to AR 15-0,
Procedures tor /nvestlgafing Officers and Boards of Offlcel3, to conduct an InfOrmal
Investigation Into the facts and circumstances surrounding the construction of a
Command and Control Facility Camp Leatherneck after the I MEF Commanding
cancellation of the project.

at

Generalrequested

2. lUI The scope of your investigation Is as broad a s necessary. Your Investigation
will, at a minimum, addr88s the following matterlJ u~ing a que10tion 11nd an~wer
format In your findings:
a . What was the original requirement for this construction? Who formulated the
requirement?
b. Who or what had a role/responsibility in validating the requirement as It
worked through the approval process?
c. Did the requirement change? If ao, when, and how was that change
communicated to USFOR-A?
d. What action did USFOR-A take upon change in reqt..irement? Could tha
project be cancelled at that time? If so, what steps were required to stop
construction?
e. Who waa the final approving authority in Afghanistan for construction, and
when was that approval given?
f. What communication was shared from USFOR-A to nigher headquarters or
organi:tatlons, Including ARCENT, CENTCOM, USACE, DOD with regard to demand
this facility and scheduled construction?
g. Were any steps taken to reduce costs as this project continued?
h. Who Is the current owner of 1he facility? Is It part of a FOB or property
transfer Intended to the Afghans?
I. Assess whether continued
for approval
was a
result of any particular act or omission? Did such act or omission constitute
any other violation of law or regiJabon?
dereliction of duty,

for

processing

and construction

or

inviieil
stiplaiiti.on•.ixlouils.hiio·ul·d·cons
ijiiulitirloiiulr'eaa
iiliiliaildviijlsiiolr,
1 .in· ·ro uriiii
Heidi you bea

3. (U) Before

MAJ
Weaver, !!I •
1
1
1
•
MAJ Weaver is av allable to consult o n all aspects of this investigation.

4. (U) You are to conduct this investigation using the procedures of AR 15-0,
Chapter 3. Wrtnesses should be sworn, a.n d you should document all witness
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! 1:'<11"1 \,..,IHf'D

H)ll UH It I \I l 'f U'l\

USFOR-ACDR
SUBJECT: Appointment as AR 15-Sinvestigating Officer
interviews in writing, preferably on a DA Form 2823 (Sworn Statement). Reduce any
oral statements to memoranda for record.
5. ~U) If, In the course of your investigation, you suspect someone of criminal
misconduct, you must advise them of their rights under Article 31 , UCMJ, or the Fifth
Amendment, as appropriate. Witness waivers of their Article 31 or Fifth Amendment
rights will be documented on DA Form 3881. For military personnel suspected of
misconduct, you should Inform the chain of command so that they may initiate a
FLAG. In addition, you may need to provide a Witness with a Privacy Act statement
before you solicit any personal Information. Maintain a dally written chronology of
your Investigation.
6. 1lJ) You will make specific factual findings. Based upon your findings, you Will
make recommendations. Findings will fully capture the facts and circumstances
surrounding the scope of this investigation. Develop in your recommendations any
course& of action appropriate to resolve issues or problems raised by your findings,
and recommend Whether someone should be held accountable or further
investigation is warranted. Consult with your legal advisor in making findings and
recommendations.
7.jU) The report of investigation will be completed on DA Form 1574. The report
should include a table of contents and all exhibits will be tabbed. Submit the
completed report, along with the completed DA form 1574 to the USFOR-A OSJA for
a legal review. In assembling your report ensure that you include a witness lis~
chronology, index of exhibits and proper classification markings for each paragraph,
page and exhibit.
8. (Uj This appointment authorizes Priority 1 Travel Status for you throughout the
AOR in order to conduct the investigation.
9. (Ul The point of contact for this memorandum is LTC Mark Elchelman, Chief.
Admin
l lis
i ltlli
rali
tiv
l lel law, USFOR-A at
or
DSN

~~

General, U.S. Marine Corps
Commander
International Security Assistance Force/
United States Forces-Afghanistan

2
l'~4 l \'~UIIll iJ l tllt UH U t.U I 'U' 11'1 \
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EXHIBIT 6

.,.,.., ,..,.;. .. tn.. ~~ -U.Ma

fl:,.,m bM tM J:() L .,u ttJ• t . 1 te; a •a n ;)l•
f'W. (\l/POU)) llllf 641(' f1dtv ..,....,.,
~.

••-.lA:t

M!r 1), lOU ;l;:!iC·;:;>o M4

CORPS MQs OCG

To: WffiiiWS,
USARMY (!JS}; SUI!Nan, ~ P W COL USA U$FOR·A Jl RJOPS; Mcshef!y,
Mel COl. Mil. USA.USFOR·A JS
Subject: FW: (U//FOJO) MEF &« fzoakty .Jt l~

UNQAS&If!ED//JOR OFftCIAL ~ O'ILY

Teem,

--·-Ori!Jinal Mesage- froln: Wiltien, Blyan G MG USAR.H'f JS J7 (US) • • • • • • • • • • •

Sc~

f't1clay, >.Jy 12. 20U 8:2SAN

To:~• .lllmes M US

MG ~CORPS HQ$ OCG
Sllbjc:t; :11.£: (U//FOUO} ~ 6U F~ity • ~

Jjln.
I.e( me begin with a little ~ !.hat ml~ help Y<I'J Wltn fOI,I' ~~~~ MUch !J1' t:\15 you m ght
al~ itnQw or hliw ~ dwfi!j·tfle c~ of f0\6 .;,~ ••If so, J'lTI 5o1tY
aMS old
~- llen Ml ~ spedllc: the questlot1s 'fOil 0\ISineC. t wou.ld also be glad to do 11 ~

w

wtn you at I'OIJI' convenoenc:e.

1u you ltnow, l"tnc~ oonstrucnon are prQjeC3:s tt-.at cost CMr 5.7501< and tiWei'on! reciures Congress
·to apprqll'il!e.tunds (tlf tne sp!!ICJflc pro)eel PfOPOSed tor (%)05Uual0n. T1lere iSle Xll'lle ~ ror
cOostructlbn-111«: projed5 that~ lieellh ~IN! only requ,le ~

~ ~

nat

pre·ll)p!OIIal. The pr«<ISSi I'« geblr'og aQI)rOI!illl of • MIUDI'f 1t1ro141h the Serv1ce (ArmY ;n 1t111 ase r:l
A.'Qhe,..,), lntD the ~and eQili'O'w'ed by COngress U!UaiiV tala 2 veers. ~sorrctunes Ienger rf
ttrer.e are delays alOng the WlfY or you mess ltll! ~cycle. M<n l~tl'r'. \'QLI can't p..rt 1t1e

proJect IJlder' tutnKt IJI1U the IT'IOile'f 1185 been epjli'OI)I''illmd...otl'lerY.be you tiiM 11n An!l·l:leftc:ieoq
Ad ~. The project must begin witlwo 3 JUfS end !» cumpleted wttlio 5 ~ ol ~on.
'Thin. are some~ lllCI llnlqUe fl6lding stnt~ at Yf!IV l«9f ~ Sot!~ 11: ca1 be
2-4 ~us betWeen wfiel'l a requiretner'l( Is iden'b1led ancl tile PtOjllc:l bf!gins. Applied to Arghilfistlln Mel
ltlis HQs. ltle requlrQTifl \!lfi IUzJy ldentrJed wl1en Sl.l'ge ·planning ~ rn 201J1ti9,..l'lltldl COJiclmwt
1! WIS Ajlpi"OYed in the 2010 or 2011 llldget Mttt CDntrild ewanl tn 20U/J2. THlS lS ONlY
COI'IJECT\JR.£. l don'l naw the :;pectic ra:zKd:; on lhls pvje:t.

AtrriiiYet un1q0e ltllno abcM Oln5ti'Uttiorl ., ~ sen. a lot of the pr~ runos leld-to t.
hew! t1lenl sh4poed ~~ ltleal'B.
wt1n !Nit msv/rrav eorne (riD pay is wrwm ~ CMICI!I a t)(Oje.d 1:1ecause It Is no bnger ooected

~ Ullfra'lt wh!n the CIJfVlldOr lieges to lliJI(hese material clld
(~

ror

you

thiltyou

so-ro,. or

f\ondseven

CI)IM!I'IIefU)
II'IC!'( 'fn:S
II5Yt altciO)'~
the
~ l'lDIIring $I'INI!y bUit yet. Aiyim, I don't 111M! the 'C)eCil\a for 1M projeCt.. ~ ltlat the
c::asc 4 number of t.rnesllrd ofb!f> the decis>on Wil$ to CI0!1'I;IIete 1M bu•ld 11\d Clerll'ei:IU1'P0151: the
bUiliilg. A note
caatioo, tiJel'e arc ~a~ dlet n!!itiCt ~ a f1ICifty rJg1t • .,.,.... t! don'r
remember twll!ltK't lfi9JilQe. bu: i thonlt you an t rep.~rtJCM a tidd•r>g 'or odw thin 1M ·~
caoWU<:t1011 r~ l'tltt-Ml lt'C flr5t )'ellr at\er comple\lol'l.
•

ar
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me

To w. all lhls in a:.i!'!leJCI. when 1 tOOk~ as
.IDtG wt' were stUI bulkino l•ke Q'I"Z'I••~
c:oMirudlcn requo~mern Chat were oderdled ~g support the twO II'OOp SJr!14!S In 2009 lind Ule monev
ame '" 1010 With tOI1SD'\.ICDOn getting IRierwlly lfl eamesr 10 lOll. And the unoeriVW!!I 5Umllt!On
NS When ail thai oonstri.CIIon ber;lan ts tNil we would matl'ltaln troap ~ l'or iti'Qther 5
yeers..,most of me $b'ate91C .-.cs aperat~C~at bases had INIS1er plam tllat outli!Wd req~ for 5·
10 ~· It wasn't until Ott/Nov 2011 mat 1~ becllme clellr that we would beg1n •nat!menbt!
dnlwdOwns anc:J ~l!d to rake steps to get otT Ule "bo.nld out" program. Thllt tS wlll!lt r n'litlaled a sene:; d
MlLCOI'I
w1111 a v ew rowartl~ llllf'CitM!ng or tennino!log construcl1on ptq)OCtS 'allowed ~
1!$."lllll s!1.,:;: 11'11! QaSI' dc)<;uf l! proce;5

"""ews

T<'\111 the

~·camolc:,

r oo,. to

vw· .!',j)OOfot QUC$tiOI'IS w!111 J:Oml! addltioNl ampf!f.allo,,

1
N. JEMi, what wa~ yOUf role ~~ coocmual r~ICW ol mllttlty
construa100 proJ«t$ lor the OOA7 Speo1lcalty the Q fllcllltleS et Loalhe~? Was tfis proJE!C%
•"~Mewed end ever •ecommended far desalpe? If~. wha: the reasons lor oort!nU ng 11?
A.'I!>WEll As r;ne JENG ore of re5IIQitSIOI1tll!5 WliS lo <M!f1ll!e consiludJon ll!qUiferrw!tltS. Ttlat is ont of
reasons my staff !P<W1eD baCh UC and USFOR·A. DC (and the RCa) Identified 1m! reqt..1remcnts and
lJI5fOR·A performed
f1.nctlon ot ~ the roqtJrl!ll'll!ll staffillo lllB reqiA~ment m
AACENT and CE:NTCOt.l, lO OA Jnc1 050, a> get ~ llldl.tdea in ttle PRES8UO l!nd then apj)I'OVf!d by
Q)ng~. The US Arffrol llltps ot Eng.~ U>en perforiTIId c:onstndon IICQuisitlon and ITIIW\agement
ltlrough t/1c forward USACf ~ A poroon of lilY ~ worked wlttl USACE to IIIOI1Itor tllf: StlltUS of
each MllCOH projeCt es "''dl as wlldate . _ reQt.arei'III!I'IIS. Ead1 month, l"'e held a c:onstrudiOn

me nue x

prcll7ilm

~N oaat11

W>lh the Comlnal'lder ofT~ntiC OMsoort Tlis review indl.ded aU fo'IJLCON

us raa:iues as welft5 the CXli15II'UCtiDf for AHSF fllolltles. The orog~m ~ was 5 ~ IIMif
11!111ew ana only woor tlliO dctlds on specdic pro.JeCIS ,f tnere were problems ¥t1th pro-~
.alii!~ (serutity, reel-estate, ere), sollcl!iebon. cootn1a _..s, Of constrtilllOn ~~ 'Nhen I cpt
::t.e•e. •t was I\Cit " ballra tt1il\ rl:\'ill'da:ed requl~rnents
ftK

When n OI!Oitne apparcnr tNt we wookl begl11 a drawctown SOOI1et than ev~ ttiOUOht, I adv•sed
MG Rapp and GllN Allen nt - Should ~n • d comprdlensM! "'ILCON reviews on tne
strategic illld oplmiiiOf\ll bucs with the Intent ot ·r.~-slzlllg· 1t1e Mll.CON program bV c:.nc:l!ll,ng,
&!/rt!SOJfllll9 or mnntnal!ng Vi!J'lOU5 PfOjeQS. Over the CDiJI1I! d ffro/ lOUr, we condUdl!d 3 CDI'Ill)letE
t.f!rilllian.. ol MILCON f1!\'leW5 that res(jfted in l.l8 in CDSt" ~ or s;mngs. (I lhink J hllve !Nit
t«nl about n<jlt.) We conc:o.c11!d nMCWS ollldl major base n aqunction With tne RCs, ll'lormea bv
a ~ cr.tnolll!l bil.se dc&ln !11111tegy, illld made ~ en MC1\ P<ti.JCl. For proJea:s airmdy
Slllrted, we did a pretty llJ0!tK.911 <lNlysis or t11e c:ast/bC!nl:!llts fOr unmnebng INt 111dudecl how rBJCh
~-tas alreaQy oOiigalrC<l, how much CDUid be SIIYed atb!r we paid tile r:cntraciDr ter.11111"41fon penalties, and
Wtlllt wa~ U.e ri!P<-1'00!1! llOtl!nllal belied on operatiOnal piiW\5 end CQrre5pc)ndlng bese CIOiiiJ"eet111e
pi&I\S.
~·IY,j

11~

rrrv nJemUfY Is t.&JJn.~

Une ~ IJuilcJ flY" Ueillll UUIIt Gl llit5uul.
~ 1.-ger Wll$ the MEF HQs .-10
the CltlleB were for tne MAWG and SUppolt Group, lt I rememlll!r ~I'C 1he two J21( butl0119 wen!
t'Drtlplefe OJ neanng complethn and the 6-41( butldttlg was wdl underway. TileY were >WI. d the
MILCCN R!<Acw of Basbol> whim was a VflfV h8ted 6ebate wfth !toe Mat1nes. I really Qll't remember
t~ RC·S\11 rec;tnmeodaoon h dl!taU. Tllere may MY!! been 1 ~ tly the CG to
~emtMe. But Jr scell1$ like there was CQlllictlllg r~DOns. I
me lint rt.lew <XXllm!d as
tile RC-SW was gcttil'g re1111y ttl RIP aqd tne decision to wli.t to let the 1!1CDmong AC Dlf reY!Sit. I
JVSt tarll tully ri!QIA. But. I do remembet ttet tne MJ1.CXlN R!lllew for llastion....u well as the Olttef
Menr c bilses...was 'lef'V CDMal'lllOU> because: there was 110 00.. dcDllial on whc!ther Bl5tlon loiiOI.Jicl
becOme an eRIUI'\IlG tase. ..whemer RC SouCh lind SW INOUid mega_ uwtemer" we .sho.lld mamtll!n
Owye,- illld ~ nc.. ctc. l ~ tte liiCk ol ddrlty 10 the IllSino p;an tD/Jlblned wtll'l the perw~t of
P"',;ac:t f1.:nd alr-G'>dy oblogated lind polleU!al CO fc.r ~ the f'achty -'1 playc!d a rolo In allowing
'Uie J)I'O}ect to contln.X!.
t.lrr..

tl

Tllere 11¥1:1t!

rwo wete 32K sq ll end ~ 641< sq lt...au them ~ tor HQ5.

th•'*

2. WM! proa!SS would vou ~ follooM!d to recomrnenc cantetlllion or deicope d any MlLCON
projed? Who would have appr<Mld or forwarded ;sny requesu tD AACBfr to caral MILCO" Jl(ojeds?
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For ei'ICI\ t-. I seu a team trO'TI mv SUII1 ati.1 thl' suppcr:Jm
~ WOI.lid ~ ebo..t a~ ""th me RC
m-ff, 805·1, Colmlarde!'s. 1:tC. If tl'le Q<U,le(.11>.11S ~ . t.nty Woo11 1ook ~I \l't> ~.<15 ti It,.;
proJe1:t
Dtl e'jeS IY' •• aN! c:ome ut Wltrl a I"''QJf11rre->dl:>on to Ge·'iCOt>e or tt."Ym>~'.'llt. 'So~N'!"Jmes ltv
de~ wov'<t be fo ltcql t7>c funQclr> but ·~ cne ceptol.) .. c.q. cootinlll! l o bv·ld " sa.d e
ANSWER: lll!lttlv i!lt1:>WI!tm

11113 ~

a..na eo the .saeafll: base we-e ~·

E"!i~

"'.e

lnQilcra~ ., fuel stor.t;e
but wd:h I45S ~p;K>ty OU>er llmti. ~ ..a _J1c I!XIi!!:\JV> " <;h.mgl>
modlfiullJOC' that~ Wl iD vse the. co'di"' for the 5Cinll! 9~1lellll v-•po:;c ••• C.\J. d "'"'n~C~~<s•l..e
ladlt'( rnignt b@! s!•gtldv lflC)difial lD acx:Qmrnodil{'e ~ MRAPS ~ "Cdeppoymcnt w;e rei:U<ing
barJe darn~ 'O flj!S

Afler Nd'l lt~&t!On, we ~ bnef U1C •ec:ll"\merdaLIO" ro OCG·S vSFO~·A (lo1G Rl>pP o. MG Dthl).
prollld~: a Df-el' to CONUC. '~" ta<e l to GE!II A. ~ as COMUSfOil ~ ~~~est•v 1 «arrt ·~'TII>I!I' t~f
GEN Alen sqled out thio! 11k0fllnl~ 01 whelner MG ~DP<'Qalll do~. I\ woUci then be ~~~ to
AACENl'i CENTCOM. CE.NTCOM was iT>e tl~ Uflorrty 3nd •t wo!JI'd be transn*cd to both OA alld
oso....Md lke!V through lhe JS. Tltere wa~ " n me ll«iid tnr nollfitl!l'ki'l lo Cnnorr¥~<....~,.,.,.tn, rt~Ofii'Y
w~ :~~J«ilir.a !y epprtiO<ieted r0< tte pro~'t: Oo>c~ noorcauo n wa~ coq iiCU!, 111<' At·m y Cc• p:; or
Er~ COlli<! talte •Pilr~~ liCIO'I W'l.~ the .:o<'\recwr. SoJT'o(l ~ the O~DP"I<,l ,~..,.11.-od r-t.f 0<1 y
~!CAliCO, b>.Jt ~ eoo<U'ni SI<'Q' tl &f'I\'Oivc!d C(VO!/I'llmmii"'Q 1..-,0)

The ~.Jt~ oroc:es couiO tallc

~era

befOre any «1-'"" ctlUiC! ~ takCil

momlls or~

J, While V0U went Jf,"fG \Of 1f'EC·A), Ol(l \lie I'IV ~t I hat I~ CDI101Wl."'l 1'0 ~ hil'•'t! a 0..'0:1
for' the hooJ,ty? It so. how-~ thci ccmltiOniQIIcod to USFOit·A, &lid "he: octicn vld U~fOfl·A til~,
ANS'-A'ER:

l:lc::! 1 sa.a. t"cre "'iiY ~ be<r. a ~~ta· ~ tt><~• ~ lt"ctr <ecom~tcr!!. . C\4 'se;nY.
' ce : .Vas 0."1 t~ ta~ e1'Cl 01 trlel* :au- and tne ~It dSIIcd tnat tre I'I<:C<l''fl9 staff ~ a~ ttl l"'!'ltl ' 'W

aga_"'. GO'og ITo.., !TII!IT10<)<, ...e IRI)' del~~ a lle01IO'I a. rlllif 111r 1 ~ ·~roon o1 '11:..-::c"
Re~ <It'd then pldc!d -'P !I~ &SSo.C.aga" " '-months iaC.O?< I w..s <:il" < bt s...tt! 1>..11. l oo- t re..
~
It belnq a big 1&51.11! WI:!' Ioilis pOUr'(il1g 01'1 lilboes. Mo, lit ~ j)Oollt, the reclU"\'M'Mf · <W'\:
specifi01t1ons fo• a big bu~ with al the belt-. w whoscia like back uo Qer.trlltol~. fuer OllbC.
per·ntetClf tc, cc, etc ... WC$e 9E!fle<at:ed ;mel 3PP'IM!d 'l1y the f«:. It l"l#f h~a becr1 Jt Lilli DU1set ol
suge oli!MI"'J t1nd L"" Q-.n'totcr<;. ·aS&l"!'ct.Jor! eN!~. but lhe rc<n.llremen\ slatted Y'<ll., tr.e user.
Ot-.c '""' noo.c. troe Coo ps
lot !lOIOO

o

e..,.,~ ._.. .,.., ~· l/''flr 9 ll) ;« •"9'>idtl~~ ct..o"9' "' .,._. "'Jt:O'\ eaoc"""
arM... •; just~ rtt S..t!COt Olfiolr!lll canlOoliQnsard :1111 tnr~ .l' ~?l>OX 110 .a1198"

m<lkes scn5e. s7501( #iOS a '"'iiJOr pr~ i'tl ye3:-s <>go

IDCI'Y me iM!f'IIC piau)on COf' CX~StS ~ 1 2t1

IIVlOW fl'lll 111~~ 'Nel'! ICII'9 , I fltlPt! ~ - c W11'10c1 il. And t ilt TllU"tt 11111)1 1VIIIII'19 IU lin~ v p lly
Tandbe•g at yOII< ~""" ;ond J can,._ yo.- W>tne mont bltckgroundfetmo~..,.,c:;

l ftld iD Serw

VR
Stvllll

• On<j•ll!' M~·
f"onl ' RIChii' CJoOI'I.

»-nes M IJ5 MG Ol'f:AATIOIW

~"'

fl1UI$0~

JUlY

CORPS rtQ-. 0CG

t tJ !J ' 1' 1\1 1!.' I

To : WlltS()Il. ilryol" G -'4G IJSAAMY :S J? (US)

Sub~-ct: (U//FOUO) MEf 6-iK F.Kllity •t lelrl~

USClAS.SIFIEOj,FQR OffiGAllr.>E oNI.:c\
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I

am doong an

t-nform51 15~ ~

to tll'd out ll'lfc:rmltlotl en tile teqLJrt'mHit and cnnstncticlrl

« the MEf 64.000 squete fOol; COIM\Ifld ~ CXIt'lrallldltV If ~ ~ 1lle pro)«t WI$

genet1ltfld m 2009, ~ on 2010, -.ld CXlftiPieled In 2012. It Nl5 t1IMir ~ ~. and 1-om
cry.rg ID fill In the- d«ais INt ~ !1\e I'IIC!tJroment and ~lln9 CIDI1$INC:tl0n. 11'1 u.e co1Jf1C -of
my lf1\I8SbOAibOA. J tmatll!ld HG Yanmr, ~ ~. rd he cnwlded 'IOU' name • hHtiCI:rslll)r.
fm ~ yw ll1lgl1t be lble to fll1ll'l ~ rt:1atet1 tn !he Olll5lruC1ion proc:ei6 w ibr
you toot OIIOf as OSFai-A JEHG In A49ust 20II. I'1m Induing Dn1!' qJI!Itions rt1r 'fOIJr rl!lniW below
lJnd welc::ome VQJ< CO'IImtnts IIIII ~ or b'f phore ~tlon.
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UNCl:ASSlFlED//fOR OR'lCIAt lJSf OM.Y
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EXHIBIT 7

SUbjed:

WUtsx dQrJ EtW l§!BMr t US,
I!C!dl t 1W t4lt. USA INOB·A SJA CWlll<tlflp! L.nr t4rt
FW: (IJ(/fOUO) 6o4 Kbulldlno

Otte:

fj;dey, July

from:
T<r.

Wwm

u. 11}13 8;10:051'M

liliiiiiiiiliiQNAI.

CORPS HQs OCG
Sent Fnday, July
PM
To: Wezrver, Heidi E MAl USAAMY (US); Mc:shetrv, Me J COL MIL USA USFOR•A l8
Subject: FW: (U//FOUO) 64 K building
UNCLASSlflfD//FOR OFFlCIAl USE ONLY

ry;
-·-Original Message-----

From:Nicholson MajGen

D~··········

Sent: Niday, July 12, 2013
6:31 PM
Lany
To: Ridlardson, James M US MG OPERATIONAL CORPS HQs oa;
Subject: 64 K building

Jim, thanks for your pat1~ In allOWing me to locate and tid<Je my 3 retired Colonels to better
compare notes and assess exactlY what we know of this lsstJe. I have a string of correspondence fi'Oml
Col George Amland (my Deputy who is now In Kabul working for DARPA), Cof Preston Mclaughlin (my I
F«mer Olief Of staff now worldng at DARPA ln DC), and my Chief engineer and facilities director, Cot ('J
faxon (now worldng ror the VA In Vermont) mat valldate my own recollections.

I

At the outset. 1 am sorry that I am not gOing to be able to provkle much deptti or add mU<tl darity to
the Important questions you posed. The 2nd MEB started develOping what would ~ Camp
L.eathemeck from open desert ac!jaa!nt to the UK Base at Camp Bastion In late Feb/March of 2009.
Utilizing all the SEABEfS we could muster, we started constructing 1he berm, erecting watch to"Nel'S,
and raising tents for the flow of 10 k Incoming Marines dlring the Apil to June tlmetrame. ~ the
MEB launched the at:t,ad( to dear the Districts of NAWA, GARMSIR, and KHAN NESHIN (OPN KANJAR)
on 2 July of 2009, we command and controlled mis large scale operation from our cAPESET Tent
configuration which we worked out of until late August. We then slowly transitioned the HQ Into the n~w
wooden facility called the At\(, (stiP m use today by MGEN Lee Miller) and left the CAPSET In place as I
overfloW office space and as a redundant backup COC/TOC.

I

By the time we nmed wer to I MEF {FWD) and then MGEN Rich Mlls In Acril of 20 10, the camp waSj
rnatunng, and the S~EES hed buJit edd•tlonal plywood 1-iQs for the Logistics 11nd Aviotion component
HQs. Realizing that the follow on MEF would be larger and WOLJid be bringing in a DIV Ground Comba
Element Component that we did not have, the Seabees buflt anolher wooden Division HQ next to the
Ark. Numerous additionl!l wooden structures were erected by the SEABEES as the MEB and the follow
on MEF moved out from under canvas to more effident and rertable wooden fadlitJes.
Our team was not aware then, (or today), of any plans to build a permanent state of the art facility lllte
the 641< building at LNK. This Is not ar lssue I eo~er discussed With LTGEN Mills, or men LTGEN Dunror'fl
who was my MARCEWT' CG, Of then MGEN Nick Carter wt1o was the CG of RC-5outh. While there w11s
much chatter about tre aeatlon of roads, better billeting, a new PX. post office and the desire for a
decent Gym, I was not aware of aty planned oonstructlon of a follow-on HQ. 1t should also be pointed
out ltlat at that time, the MEB was a subordinate Hq to RC-SOuth and any and plans fOr this sort of
contracted building would have had to go through them before getting to USFOR~A.
I

an

1 was greatly surprised (as were my Colorels) to see In your note that the 6'4 K pro.f«t had been
Initiated in 2009. We certainly needed many things in those early days at Camp Leathem~, but we

I
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t

ere very pleased with the ArX HQ BLDG, and frankly we had many far more pressing fadUtJes Issues.
re is always chatter about the future. and In the middle of a surge of forces, sometimes planners
ay think deep and long term, but I am confident that neither I or any of my team asked for, signed
r, or formally or informally requesfl!d a new Mure HQ for my successors.

J m, l know you are being asked to sort this out for the boss, and I wish I could offer and help more. I
<fn well aware that lTGEN Mills and his team tried b:l kill this project several times before it broke
!:jround, but as to how it got started al')d where the lniticrting request came from, I am at a loss. I stand
~ to answer any additional questions you may have. VR Larry

MajGen Lawrence d Nicholson

HQsOCG

doing an informal 15-6 investigation b:l find out Information on the requirement and construction
MEF 54,000 square foot command and control tadllty at camp Leatherneck. The project was
in 2009, approved in 2010, and completed In 2012. I am trying to fill in the details that
derll"r.ltM the requirement and resulting constr\Jclion.
were the CG of 2d MfB during the requlreme1ts generation phase, I'm hoping that you can
details about the project.. I am including some questions for your review below and
your comments lila email or by phone conversation.
What can you tell me about who generated and formulated the original requirement? If possible,
list spedfk names and positions of Individuals who you worked wittl at ARCENT, CENTCOM, and
COmmand Soultl and South-West- What was the original identified need tor the fadllty1
/Is CG of 2d MEB, what was your role in recommending and/or
Specifically the C2 facilities at Leatherneck?

""'>m"•lnn miUtary constJruclion projects for RC-SW?

Who or What had a role/responsibility in validating the requirement as it worked through the
process for the FY2010 Supplemental Appropriations? If possible, please list spedRc names
positions of individuals who partidpated In the validation process at all command levels.

4;. At any pofnt While you were CG at 2 MEB, did the requirement change?

so. What factors conb1buted to this change7

lf so, how was this change communicated to USFOR· A,
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and what action did USFOR-A or other higher ~uam:rs take?
s. Why did USFOR-A decide to continue the project after recommending cancellation in accordance
With MEF recommendation 7 Who spec:ffically made the decision to proceed?
6. What guJdana! did you !)<ISS on to your su~rs conceming the requirement fer the facility?

1 appreciare your time end ronslderation en this matter. Please feel free to can me or fill an any
additional details that might come to mind on lhls requirement- 1 hope you and your filrnily had an
enjoyable 4th of July ho6day!

v/r J!m

National SUpport Element Command-Afghanistan DSN

UNCt.ASSIFIED//FOR OFAC!AL USE ONLY
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EXHIBIT 8

~m·

4nt:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Dunford, Joseph Gen USMC COMISAF
Saturday, August 10, 2013 2:06PM
Richardson, James MUS MG OPERATIONAL CORPS HQs DCG
Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF
RE: (U/IFOUO) C2 facility

UNCLASSIFIEO//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Thanks again Jim . . . I quickly scanned yesterday.

I will read carefully tomorrow ...

VR
JFD
- --- -Original Message----From: Richardson, James M US MG OPERATIONAL CORPS HQs DCG
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 9:24 AM
To : Dunford, Joseph Gen USMC COMISAF
Cc: Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF
Subject : (U// FOUO) C2 facility
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFitiAL USE ONLY
Sir ~~day I sign ed the findings and recommendations i n t he investigati on into the C2 facility in
.~ - sw.
We f ound t he records we needed and got a number of e-mails that helped us understand
the contracting process for this building.

As you will see, we found no misconduct or abuse of process. Af ter i nitial processing of
funding for the requirement, the MEF (FWD) gave notice t o cancel . After review and
di scussion, and with a broader strategic view of how Bastion might be used in the future,
ARCENT deni ed the cancellation and contracting went forward ac cording to all normal
requirements. You will see, sir, that my recommendation i s to gi ve consideration to having
RC -SW move into the C2 facility after the fighting season t hi s fall . That i s a viable
option .
Norm has the report and will bring to you for approval or other gu i dance .
Thanks , sir.
v/ r, Jim

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
UNCLASSIFIEO//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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EXHIBIT 9

Vangjel, Peter M LTG USARMY (US)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Signed By:

Vangjel, Peter M LTG USARMY (US)
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:22PM
Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF
RE (U) USFOR-A 15-6 investigation (UNCLASSIFIED)

Cl as sification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
No sweat, Norm.

Will be available whenever you need me .

V

LEGAD HQ ISAF
To: Vangjel, Peter M LTG USARMV (US)
Subject: RE: (U) USFOR-A 15-6 investigation (UNCLASSIFIED)
UNCLASSIFIED
Thanks, sir. That' s helpful. Apol ogi ze for taking too much of your t i me ,
but I'll dig a bit into the material and provide you some additional
background tomorrow and see if we can clarify, just to do so now before DOD
or someone asks us to . But I owe you more background.
Thanks , sir .
Before I came to Afghanistan i n February t his year, I was t he FORSCOM SJA
for 2- 1/2 years, and we worked several actions, getting your assi st ance on
release of records and such. Al ways appreciate the support , and will try
and reciprocate on this one.
Norm
-----Original Mess age-- --From : Vangjel, Peter M LTG USARMY ( US)

sent: Thursday,

August 29, 2013 12:36 AM
To: Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF; Mills, Richard P
LTGEN USMC (US)
Cc : Kleis, Eric R COL USMC 2ND CEB (US )
Subject : RE: USFOR-A 15-6 investigation (UNCLASSIFIED)
Classificati on : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
Spot ty, but I seem to recall that a part of this decision was tied up in a
leader transition in RC SW ... coul d be wrong. Maj Gen Mills, if he was the
pr evi ous commander who r equested cancellation, was followed by a commander
who requested to leave it as an active project , or perhaps MajGen Mi l l s was
th e new commander . . . just can't recall specifics. Do know there was initial
confusion wrt info coming out of A- st an.
Am confident that I directed that we get a "read" and "azimuth check"
from USFOR-A and from CENTCOM because of the cr i t l.cality of Leat herneck at
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the time, and ARCENT, as the supporting command, was not going to do
anything that would be counter to supported commander intent (ie USFOR-A).
I know I did not sign the denial until I was informed by the
G8 and ARCENT Engineer that both CENTCOM and USFOR-A agreed that the C2
facility should be left on the docket.
Records of this proposal and the decision should be with the ARCENT
Engineers and GB I would think. Do recall that I would not sign unless I
had USFOR-A (MG McHale and COL Rob Ulses) and CENTCOM agreement.
Best I can do on the fly, Norm.
recall. Sorry. V

Would have to see some documents to help

-----Original Message----From: Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF

senf:

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 3:53 PM
To: Mills, Richard P LTGEN USMC (US); Vangjel, Peter M LTG USARMY (US)
Cc: Kleis, Eric R COL USMC 2ND CEB (US)
Subject: USFOR-A 1S-6 investigation
Gentlemen I am the SJA for GEN Dunford at ISAF/USFOR-A, and seek to clarify a point in
a 15-6 investigation. I appreciate if you are able to provide any
additional information.
In June, GEN Dunford appointed an Army Regulation 15-6 investigation into
issues relating to the construction of the 64K square foot Command and
Control (C2) facility in Regional Command-Southwest, Afghanistan.
The findings do not indicate any misconduct or inappropriate acts through
the requirement and contracting process. There is, however, a point that
I've tried to clarify before GEN Dunford approves the report of
investigation, and he directed me to follow-up directly with you.
The investigation findings state that in June 2010, then-MajGen Mills, as
Cdr, RC-SW, requested cancellation of the C2 facility and routed that to
DCDR-S, USFOR-A, who concurred and forwarded to ARCENT. OCG, ARCENT,
non-concurred with the request to cancel.
The issue to clarify in order to lay out clearly for GEN Dunford, is the
findings state that ARCENT non-concurred with the request to cancel after
coordination with USFOR-A and MEF(FWD) staff that agreed the C2 facility
should continue. Specifically, two sentences in the findings drafted by the
Investigating Officer read as follows:
-para. 3c(3): "ARCENT did not concur with the request to cancel.
The ARCENT DCG relied upon the CENTCOM strategic vision of Camp Leatherneck
as an enduring strategic base, as well as coordination with USFOR-A and
MEF(FWD) staff that the 64K C2 Facility should continue prior to signing his
denial memo."
-para. 3d(3): "The ARCENT decision to deny the request was in
keeping with the CENTCOM strategic vision of the enduring presence in RC-SW
and was made after coordination with USFOR-A and MEF(FWD) engineers.
Notably, ARCENT, did not sign the denial memorandum until after receiving
information that USFOR-A and MEF(FWD) were in agreement that the 64K C2
2
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Facility would continue."
It's not clear whether then-MajGen Mills was aware of these other
discussions; again, there is no appearance anything done that violates law
or regulation, but simply a matter of clarifying the discussion in
command and staff channels.
I realize this was a few years ago, but appreciate any information you might
recall. If I can provide information that will help, please advise and I
will do what I can to get it to you.
Thank you for your time and consideration. There is no hidden agenda, but
simply seeking a complete picture before the boss goes final.
COL Norm Allen III
Legal Advisor, ISAF/
SJA, US Forces-Afghanistan

Classification; UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

UNCLASSIFIED
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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EXHIBIT 10

I

I

:
-----Original Message----From: Mills LtGen Richard P
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 11:18 AM
To: Mills LtGen Richard P
Subject: FW: USFOR-A 15-6 investigation

:
I

-----Original Message----From: Mills LtGen Richard P
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:31AM
To: Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF; Vangjel, Peter M
LTG USARMY (US)
Cc : Kleis Col Eric R
Subject: RE : USFOR-A 15-6 investigation
Col Allen,
I'm afraid I can't add much clarity. I was aware that there were
discussions underway at the highest levels regarding which bases would be
designated as enduring bases and development would continue at those
locations to support post war activities. I don't recall being asked a
second time about continuing the headquarters buildout ... . rather I recall
discussions with my staff that our request to stop had been turned down and
we surmised that it was an indication that Leatherneck would in fact be an
enduring facility ..•• • by the time we turned over in March of 2011, however,
that decision had not been made.. .. Regards the para's in question ...• if
coordination was made with SW then that coordination was made well below
Flag Officer level.
Late spring/early summer of 2010 was a busy time in SW with the
conversion to aRC and the heavy fighting ...• so my attention on this wasn't

I
I

r

109 X

If I can answer anything please let me know .•. S/F RPM
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--- - -Original Message----LEGAO HQ ISAF
To: Mills LtGen Richard P; Vangjel, Peter M LTG USARMY (US)
Cc: Kleis Col Eric R
Subject: USFOR -A 15-6 investigation
Gentlemen I am the SJA for GEN Dunford at ISAF/USFOR-A, and seek to clarify a point in
a 15-6 investigation. I appreciate if you are able to provide any
additional information.
In June, GEN Dunford appointed an Army Regulation 15· 6 investigation into
issues relating to the construction of the 64K square foot Command and
Control (C2) facility in Regional Command-Southwest, Afghanistan.
The findings do not indicate any misconduct or inappropriate acts through
the requirement and contracting process. There is, however, a point that
I've tried to clarify before GEN Dunford approves the report of
investigation, and he directed me to follow-up directly with you.
The investigation findings state that in June 2919, then-MajGen Mills, as
Cdr, RC-SW, requested cancellation of the C2 facility and routed that to
DCDR-S, USFOR-A, who concurred and forwarded to ARCENT. DCG, ARCENT,
non-concurred with the request to cancel.
The issue to clarify in order to lay out clearly for GEN Dunford, is the
findings state that ARCENT non-concurred with the request to cancel after
coordination with USFOR-A and MEF(FWD) staff that agreed the C2 facility
should continue. Specifically, two sentences in the findings drafted by the
Investigating Officer read as follows:
- para. 3c(3) : "ARCENT did not concur with the request to cancel .
The ARCENT DCG relied upon the CENTCOM strategic vision of Camp Leatherneck
as an enduring strategic base, as well as coordination with USFOR-A and
MEF(FWD) staff that the 64K C2 Facility should continue prior to signing his
denial memo."
- para. 3d(3} : "The ARCENT decision to deny the request was in
keeping with the CENTCOM strategic vision of the enduring presence in RC-SW
and was made after coordination with USFOR-A and MEF(FWD) engineers .
Notably, ARCENT, did not sign the denial memorandum until after receiving
information that USFOR-A and MEF(FWD) were in agreement that the 64K C2
Facility would continue."
It's not clear whether then-MajGen Mills was aware of these other
discussions; agai n, there 1s no appearance anything done that violates law
or regulation, but simply a matter of clarifying the discussion in
command and staff channels.
I realize this was a few years ago, but appreciate any information you might
recall. If I can provide information that will help, please advise and I
will do what I can to get it to you.
2
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Thank you for your time and consideration. There is no hidden agenda, but
simply seeking a compl ete picture befor e the boss goes final.
COL Norm Allen III
Legal Advisor, ISAF/
us Forces-Afghanistan

Classification : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

3
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EXHIBIT 11

-----original Message----From: Messman, Clifford A CIV US USFOR-A CM0 GROUP
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2913 9:94 PM
To: Maroun, Gary J COL MIL CAG, USFOR-A; Harvell, Thurinton WCOL US USFOR-A IG; Wehr,
Michael C SG MIL USA USFOR-A JENG
Cc: Kontry, Bryan E CPT MIL USA USFOR-A SJA Admin Law Atty; Rojko, Michael P CPT USA CJTF-1
CJ8 CERP OIC
Subject: RE: (U//FOUO) SIGAR responses ref C2 facility
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
BG Wehr has the response already drafted.

Although I do not have a copy.

Thanks, Cliff
-----Original Message----From: Maroun, Gary J COL MIL CAG, USFOR-A
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2913 8:39 PM
To: Harvell, Thurinton WCOL US USFOR-A IG
Cc: Messman, Clifford A CIV US USFOR-A CMD GROUP; Kontry, Bryan E CPT MIL USA USFOR-A SJA
Admin Law Atty; Rojko, Michael P CPT USA CJTF·1 CJB CERP OIC
Subject: FW: (U//FOUO) SIGAR responses ref C2 facility
UNCLASSIFIEO//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
T,

Are you tracking these responses due?
V/P 1

Gary
-----Original Message----From: Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAO HQ ISAF
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2913 8:10 PM
To: Barraclough, Brett A COL MIL USA III Corps Chief of Staff; Messman, Clifford A CIV US
USFOR-A CMD GROUP; Maroun, Gary J COL MIL CAG, USFOR-A
Cc: Weaver, Heidi E MAJ MIL USA TJAGLCS
Subject: (U//FOUO) SIGAR responses ref C2 facility
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Gents and Heidi -

3
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Push from CENTCOM to have us provide responses to the SIOGAR questions of their 25 Jul letter
ref C2 facility. I wanted to slow roll these a bit more, but may be pressed to respond, and
since we've asked CENTCOM to handle release, I think we need to support them.
I'm not sure who has point on this, but would like to see if we can get final by early
afternoon tomorrow. I have not looked in detail, but had my folks over here do some work and
don't think they are complicated.
Is early afternoon tomorrow doable for you? Glad to discuss at your convenience. We are
working BSA business hard tonight and in meeting with Afghans tomorrow from around 1009-1209.
I'll look at draft tonight, and send to whomever has lead.
Thanks much.
Norm
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONlY
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONlY
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
UNCLASSIFIEO//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONlY
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAl USE ONLY
UNClASSIFIEO//FOR OFFICIAl USE ONLY
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EXHIBIT 12

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF
Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:34AM
Hudson, Walter M COL MIL USA USCENTCOM CCJA-SJ/\; Rackley, Duane T Mr CIV USAF
USCENTCOM CCIG-AD
HaNel!, Thurinton W COL US USFOR-A IG; Hoover, Marl< D LTC USAF ISAF-HO LEGAD:
Barraclough, Brett A COL MIL USA Ill Corps Chief of Staff
(U/IFOUO) SIGAR inquiry

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Walt I Duane Working an issue here that I think we'll need some support on. Have not talked with CG, so
not aski ng you to move up the chain yet, but for your heads up now and any input . \~e 've
touched on it prev iously.
SIGAR has initi ated contact with members of this command in order "t o review decisions that
l ed to the construction of the C2 facility, as well as the decis i on to use t he building for
its original Stilted purpose ." This request in particular went to a la1~yer who works for me;
she worked on the investigation, but other than info learned there, she has no other
informat ion. We have not yet gone back t o the individual who requested the interview.
I copy all the reasons the command should not give broad guidance in responding to requests
for inter·views, since I know it may be discovered and interpreted by others as efforts to
interfere with an i nvestigation, and I don ' t want any GOs I support stuck in t hat loop. I
also recognize t ha·t under the enabling l egislation SIGAR can inquire into the construction of
this building, use of funds, etc . I'm not sure how far he can go into military deci sionmaking on need for the facility.
I am concerned, however, that interviews with people who have only part of t he picture, i f
any, will lead to skewed conclusions. Similarly, I don't think people in this command should
be subject to i nterviews t hat make thenJ go behind official decisions here; for instance, I
would consider it inappropriate for members of the command to addres s with SIGAR 1~hat t hey
think of t he 15-6 invest igation appointed and approved by the com"1ander. I have a good deal
of knowledge about that investigation , but I would not answe r· ques·tions to SIGAR; i t • s not
just out of loyalty to t he command, but by process i t would mean SIGAR is investigating the
commander, and t hat, I believe, is way outside their purview. They may, of course, not ify
DODIG if they t hink t here is a problem, and DODIG can decide whether it wants to investigate
a commander or other personnel.
You know all t hose things,
response for t he command.
working through leadership
also focused on many other

but I mention them as t hey are in my mind as I try and help shape
SIGAR i s reaching out to line up i nter vi ews, and doing s o without
in the organizat ion. While I r ecognize their aim, the command is
pressing issues at the moment.

This is not an official request for action as I can't speak for GEN Dunford on this point,
but I expect we ' l l review with him soon, and at a minimum, would like to know if you th ink
I'm off base in assessment, and wanted to give you time to consider. It is important to
reiterate that t here is no guidance, direction or emphasis to deny anyone speaking to SIGAR
or any of his representati ves conducting an invest i gation; at the same ti~e , it is i mportant
to ensure acc urate i nformat ion is reported.
Thanks and appreciate any in puts.
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Norm
COL Norman F.J. Allen III
ISAF/

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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EXHIBIT 13

iiiliii...iiii
Sent:
To;
Cc:
Subject:

USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA

AM
Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF
Hudson, Walter MCOL MIL USA USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA

[Warning: encrypted attachment not virus scanned] RE: (U) SIGAR Investigation into the
Camp Leatherneck C2 Facility

Sir,
I think we are all set on the investigation and you don't owe us anything more right now. We
concur with your last statement: "he lacks the authority to direct a search/freeze of any
records"_
V/r,
Bob
-----Original Message- ---From: Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF
Sent: Monday, December 39, 2013 6:2e PM
To: Passerello, Robert J CDR MIL USN USCENTCOM CCJA·SJA
Cc: liudson, Walter M COL MIL USA USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA
Subject: RE: (U) SIGAR Investigation into the Camp Leatherneck C2 Facilit y
UNCLASSIFIED
Need to discuss below probably. We answered the questions after completion of our
investigation, but pushed that through JS or OSD, to my recollection. we also, through you,
got the complete investigation to SIGAR to my recollection, or is that part of the redaction
discussion and we owe you better redaction done? I thought we gave it to him.
As for retention of records and such, I don't know that he has authority to tell us to do
that, but don· t think we're \~orking on providing him more info.
We can talk later today.
COL Allen
-----Original Message----From: Passerello, Robert J CDR MIL USN USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA
Sent: Monday, December 33, 2013 11:23 PM
To: Allen, Norman F USA COL OFFICE OF THE LEGAD HQ ISAF
Cc: Hudson, Walter M COL MIL USA USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA
Subject: FW: SIGAR Investigation into the Camp leatherneck cz Facility
Sir,
Happy Holidays! Hope that you and your team are doing well.
COL Hudson is on leave today
but, he wanted me to forward to you the inquiry below.
We spoke about this email a little
while ago and we are curious to know your thoughts I response.
Our initial assessment is that there was no obligation to go out and search and preserve any
records related to the C2 facility. We conducted an investigation, as we needed to do and we
have already cooperated with SIGAR by providing them a copy of that investigation. Please
let Rle know i f you have any other comments or thoughts. Thanks_
V/r,
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Bob
Robert J Passerello
CDR, JAGC, US Navy
United States Central Command
Advocate

-----Original Message----From: Hudson, Wdlter M COL MIL USA USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA
Sent: Monddy, December 39, 2913 11:42 AM
To: Eckart, Julia P Ms CIV USAF USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA
Cc: Passerello, Robert J COR MIL USN USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA
Subject: Fw: SIGAR Investigation into the Camp Leatherneck C2 Facility
Bob:

will call. WH

Original Message
From: Goen, James WCIV OSD OUSD POLICY (US)
Sent: Monday, December 38, 2e13 11:16 AM
To: Hudson, William A Jr CIV OSD OGC (US)
COL MIL USA USCENTCOM CCJA-SJA
Subject: SIGAR Investigation into the Camp Leatherneck C2 Facility
Bill or Walter,
I'm trying to track down whether or not any action occurred to respond to the SIGAR
request "to retain and preserve records" in the attached November letter on the Camp
Leatherneck C2 facility. Here is the full text of the request.

"To aid our investigation, please take immediate action to retain and preserve all records,
including documents, information, and data stored electronically or otherwise, related to
issues surrounding the planning and construction of this building, as well as all records
related to the 1-'.ay 2013 AR 15-6 investigation and the AR 15-6 investigation conducted by
General Richardson. I also request that you direct all DOD active duty, civilian, and
contractor employees not to delete or alter any such records. This request includes all predecisional material and applies to both on- and off-site computer systems and removable
electronic media."
I spoke with the CENTCOM IG office and they haven't seen any information. I was wondering if
either of you have, or would know who I coul d talk with that would take such an action.

Thanks,
James
James W. Goen IV
Country Director Afghanistan
Resources and Transition
2
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& Pacific Security Affairs)

REMINDER: The information in this email and its attachments is intended for the addressee(s)
only. Please contact the sender if you believe you have received this email in error. Please
remember that embedded hyper-links inside emails are potentially unsafe and should always be
manually typed into a web browser. If you believe that this email or any of the attachments
exceeds this system's classification, please immediately report it to our incident response
team at ccj6-ia-cnd@centcom.mil or ccj6-ia-cnd@centcom.smil.mil.
REMINDER: The information in this email and its attachments is intended for the addressee(s)
only. Please contact the sender if you believe you have received this email in error. Please
remember that embedded hyper-links inside emails are potentially unsafe and should always be
manually typed into a web browser. If you believe that this email or any of the attachments
exceeds this system's classification, please immediately report it to our incident response
team at ccj6-ia-cnd@centcom.mil or ccj6-ia-cnd@centcom.smil.mil.
UNCLASSIFIED
REMINDER: The information in this email and its attachments is intended for the addressee(s)
only. Please contact the sender if you believe you have received this email in error. Please
remember that embedded hyper-links inside emails are potentially unsafe and should always be
manually typed into a web browser. If you believe that this email or any of the attachments
exceeds this system's classification, please immediately report it to our incident r esponse
team at ccj6-ia-cnd@centcom.mil or ccj6-ia-cnd@centcom.smil.mil.
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SIGAR’s Mission

Obtaining Copies of SIGAR
Reports and Testimonies

To Report Fraud, Waste,
and Abuse in Afghanistan
Reconstruction Programs

The mission of the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
(SIGAR) is to enhance oversight of programs for the reconstruction of
Afghanistan by conducting independent and objective audits, inspections,
and investigations on the use of taxpayer dollars and related funds. SIGAR
works to provide accurate and balanced information, evaluations, analysis,
and recommendations to help the U.S. Congress, U.S. agencies, and other
decision-makers to make informed oversight, policy, and funding decisions
to:


improve effectiveness of the overall reconstruction
strategy and its component programs;



improve management and accountability over funds
administered by U.S. and Afghan agencies and their
contractors;



improve contracting and contract management
processes;



prevent fraud, waste, and abuse; and



advance U.S. interests in reconstructing Afghanistan.

To obtain copies of SIGAR documents at no cost, go to SIGAR’s Web
site (www.sigar.mil). SIGAR posts all publically released reports,
testimonies, and correspondence on its Web site.

To help prevent fraud, waste, and abuse by reporting allegations of
fraud, waste, abuse, mismanagement, and reprisal, contact SIGAR’s
hotline:


Web: www.sigar.mil/fraud



Email: sigar.pentagon.inv.mbx.hotline@mail.mil



Phone Afghanistan: +93 (0) 700-10-7300



Phone DSN Afghanistan: 318-237-3912 ext. 7303



Phone International: +1-866-329-8893



Phone DSN International: 312-664-0378



U.S. fax: +1-703-601-4065

Public Affairs Officer

Public Affairs



Phone: 703-545-5974



Email: sigar.pentagon.ccr.mbx.public-affairs@mail.mil



Mail: SIGAR Public Affairs
2530 Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA 22202
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